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Abstract

This thesis discusses sensor management methods for multiple-vehicle fleets of au-
tonomous underwater vehicles, which will allow for more efficient and capable infras-
tructure in marine science, industry, and naval applications. Navigation for fleets of
vehicles in the ocean presents a large challenge, as GPS is not available underwater
and dead-reckoning based on inertial or bottom-lock methods can require expensive
sensors and suffers from drift. Due to zero drift, acoustic navigation methods are at-
tractive as replacements or supplements to dead-reckoning, and centralized systems
such as an Ultra-Short Baseline Sonar (USBL) allow for small and economical com-
ponents onboard the individual vehicles. Motivated by subsea equipment delivery,
we present model-scale proof-of-concept experimental pool tests of a prototype Ver-
tical Glider Robot (VGR), a vehicle designed for such a system. Due to fundamental
physical limitations of the underwater acoustic channel, a sensor such as the USBL
is limited in its ability to track multiple targets—at best a small subset of the entire
fleet may be observed at once, at a low update rate. Navigation updates are thus a
limited resource and must be efficiently allocated amongst the fleet in a manner that
balances the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff. The multiple vehicle tracking
problem is formulated in the Restless Multi-Armed Bandit structure following the
approach of Whittle in [108], and we investigate in detail the Restless Bandit Kalman
Filters priority index algorithm given by Le Ny et al. in [71]. We compare round-robin
and greedy heuristic approaches with the Restless Bandit approach in computational
experiments. For the subsea equipment delivery example of homogeneous vehicles
with depth-varying parameters, a suboptimal quasi-static approximation of the index
algorithm balances low landing error with safety and robustness. For infinite-horizon
tracking of systems with linear time-invariant parameters, the index algorithm is op-
timal and provides benefits of up to 40% over the greedy heuristic for heterogeneous
vehicle fleets. The index algorithm can match the performance of the greedy heuristic
for short horizons, and offers the greatest improvement for long missions, when the
infinite-horizon assumption is reasonably met.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The oceans cover 70% of the surface of our planet, yet are one of the final frontiers

in terms of exploration and understanding. The interests and needs of ocean scien-

tists and ocean-related industries have driven engineers to develop technologies that

allow us to further study and utilize the ocean. The ocean environment is harsh,

with extreme pressures, unknown currents, physical impediments to communication

and navigation, and many other challenges for engineering reliable and useful sys-

tems. The oceanographic community, consisting largely of scientific researchers, the

oil industry, and the navy, has made significant progress in underwater capability

through the use of marine robotics and autonomy. However, most work to date has

been focused on the capabilities of individual vehicles. As vehicle technology matures,

large-scale fleets of vehicles can be deployed to create underwater infrastructure for

research and industry, enabling more efficient operations in the ocean.

Two primary challenges for underwater operations are communication and nav-

igation. Due to the severe attenuation of electromagnetic waves underwater, GPS

navigation and radio frequency (RF) communications are not available underwater.

Acoustic methods are regularly used for communication and geo-referenced naviga-

tion, which bring many constraints not typically faced on land or in air. Large and

expensive acoustic navigation sensors such as Ultra Short Baseline Sonar (USBL) can

be based on a surface ship and used to track vehicles underwater [81]. The mobility

and convenience of this centralized navigation paradigm makes it attractive for op-
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erations, however the fundamental limitations of the sensor bring challenges for use

in multiple vehicle fleets. These vehicles may be physically different, have different

onboard sensing and control, or be operating in regions of the ocean with differing

characteristics. Efficient operations in the ocean drive the need for more productiv-

ity per unit ship time (ships can cost up to $500,000/day), and almost all missions

underwater benefit from accurate navigation.

This thesis considers sensor management methods for multiple-vehicle deploy-

ment of autonomous marine vehicles that share a centralized navigation system. As

an example, we consider the problem of subsea equipment delivery—the mission of

delivering some payload to a desired location on the seafloor. In this mission as well

as many general deployments of heterogeneous fleets of vehicles, the ship-based sensor

is a constrained resource which much be effectively allocated among the members of

the fleet.

1.1 Motivation and Background

1.1.1 Vehicle Operations in the Ocean

To give some context for this work, we will first cover some basics of underwater

vehicle operations: common tasks, technical issues, as well as the vehicle platforms

in use today.

Underwater Vehicle Tasks

Vehicles in the ocean have historically been used for a number of tasks. Equipped with

various sensors, vehicles are often used to collect oceanographic data, such as salinity,

temperature, dissolved oxygen, nitrates, fluorescence, and recently more advanced bi-

ological and chemical data such as DNA and mass spectrometry [113]. Additionally,

vehicles are often equipped with water sampling capabilities in order to bring samples

back for detailed analysis in the lab [22]. These data-collection and sampling tasks

are sometimes performed in the mid-water column by vehicles, and are also conducted

16



at the seafloor using passive landers [109] or undersea observatories [49,53]. Imaging

is useful for documenting new discoveries of underwater life and seafloor formations,

as well as documenting archaeological sites and categorizing marine life. Underwater

imaging methods include sonar-based methods such as multibeam seafloor mapping,

as well as vision-based methods, usually implemented with high power LED strobe

arrays and still or video cameras [59]. Underwater vehicles are also used for interven-

tion tasks, which can range from performing maintenance on oil pipelines to taking

core samples from the seafloor. The final category of underwater vehicle tasks are

specifically related to defense, such as ship hull inspection in harbors [58], surveillance,

and mine countermeasures [42, 105].

Technical Scope: Common Challenges Encountered Underwater

The underwater environment is harsh and unforgiving, and presents numerous chal-

lenges for underwater vehicles, including extreme pressures, corrosive saltwater, buoy-

ancy, propulsion, communications, navigation and control. Battery life limits range,

making propulsion a challenge for any autonomous vehicle, and thus propulsion ef-

ficiency is important. Propulsion underwater is almost exclusively accomplished by

propellers, although buoyancy methods [103] and flapping foils [74] have also seen suc-

cess in certain circumstances. Most vehicles use a combination of propeller thrusters

and hydrofoil control surfaces to steer and maneuver.

Communications and navigation are especially difficult underwater, because the

severe attenuation of electromagnetic waves in water means that traditional land and

air based methods such as wireless RF communication and GPS do not work in the

ocean. As will be described further in Sec. 1.1.3, acoustic methods are the primary

means for both communication and navigation underwater. These constraints rep-

resent one of the primary challenges for advancing the capabilities of underwater

vehicles today.
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Platforms

Various classes of underwater vehicles exist, spanning the spectrum of size, capability

and complexity. Small manned submersibles used for research and industry will be

discussed; these submersibles are fundamentally different from large Navy submarines,

which are not considered here. Unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) include two

major classes of vehicles: Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) and Autonomous Un-

derwater Vehicles (AUVs), which differ in whether the vehicle is tethered to a support

ship, and also the amount of, and reliance on, human input to the vehicle.

Apart from military submarines, manned submersibles for research and industry

use usually hold 2-10 passengers [65,88]. Manned research submersibles such as the US

Navy-owned ALVIN, operated by the National Deep Submergence Facility (NDSF)

at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI), excel at tasks where human

scientist firsthand accounts are important, and at intervention tasks such as sample

collection, recovery of objects, and undersea repairs [16].

(a) (DSV) Alvin (b) NR-1

Figure 1-1: Manned research submarines. On the left is Alvin, operated by the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution Deep Submergence Laboratory. On the right is the
decommissioned US Navy submarine NR-1. Image credits: a) U.S. Navy photo [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons, b) 〈http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=8422〉

Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) attempt to have the same capabilities as

manned subs, but without the requirement of humans onboard. Instead, ROV pi-

lots are onboard the support ship, where they have access to many different cameras

and vehicle sensors allowing them to control the vehicle remotely. Power and data
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transfer to the ROV is accomplished through the use of a long tether, which compli-

cates vehicle dynamics but gives the vehicle unlimited endurance and much higher

power and data bandwidth compared to AUVs. Various levels of manual versus auto-

matic control exist, from full pilot control of the thrusters to highly capable autopilots

that can hold station and servo visually off of features identified by the pilot in the

vehicle’s camera field of view [86, 107]. ROVs are the workhorses of the underwa-

ter vehicle community as their versatility allows them to perform many tasks. The

drawbacks to ROVs are the necessary support infrastructure: the surface ship with

the tether must remain with the vehicle at all times, and the entire setup can be

expensive. ROVs can range from large, powerful work-class vehicles that are often

found performing construction and maintenance in the oil and gas industry, to small

portable inspection ROVs that can easily be deployed from a small boat [33].

(a) WHOI Jason II (b) MBARI Doc Ricketts (c) VideoRay

Figure 1-2: WHOI’s Jason ROV (left) is purpose-built for oceanographic research.
MBARI’s Doc Ricketts ROV (center) is a modified commercial work class ROV
by SMD. The VideoRay ROV (right) is a small inspection AUV. Image cred-
its: a) 〈http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=8423〉, b) 〈http://www.mbari.org/dmo/
vessels vehicles/Doc Ricketts/Doc Ricketts.html〉, c) 〈http://www.molchanmarine.
com/news/Default.shtm〉

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are vehicles that operate with indepen-

dence from the support ship. Onboard computers execute missions without human

input and the vehicle operates under its own battery power. AUVs are primar-

ily suited to survey and monitoring tasks, where they often execute preplanned or

adaptive missions to obtain oceanographic data, images or sonar-based maps. How-

ever, some AUVs have additional capabilities such as hovering [58] that allow them
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to perform tasks in more complex environments, as well as intervention tasks [75].

AUVs can vary in size from specialized large vehicles designed by the Navy [43] which

can weigh up to ten tons, to the moderately sized but highly capable WHOI NDSF

Sentry vehicle [114], to small ‘man-portable’ survey class AUVs that can easily be

operated from a small boat, such as the Kongsberg/Hydroid REMUS 100 [12], or

OceanServer Iver2 [39]. AUVs also have varying levels of autonomy, which will be

discussed further in Sec. 1.1.4, but the basic capabilities include navigation, a low-

level vehicle controller, and some sort of mission controller that executes high-level

planning. AUVs rely on battery power which limits their range and endurance, and

thus AUVs tend to be much more streamlined than ROVs.

(a) WHOI Sentry AUV (b) OceanServer Iver2 AUV (c) Bluefin-MIT HAUV

Figure 1-3: WHOI’s Sentry AUV is used for mapping, imaging and sampling, and
carries an extensive suite of scientific sensors. The OceanServer Iver2 AUV is a
small commercially available survey class vehicle. The Bluefin-MIT Hovering AUV
(HAUV) is a highly maneuverable vehicle used for ship hull inspection. Image
credits: a) Chris German, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, b) 〈http://
www.naval-technology.com/contractors/electronic/oceanserver/oceanserver4.html〉
c) 〈http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/explorations/08auvfest/background/auvs/media/
slideshow/gallery/08auvfest album/large/hauv.jpg〉

A specific type of AUV with a special means of propulsion is the underwater

buoyancy glider. These vehicles do not have propellers, and instead move by adjust-

ing buoyancy and gliding in a vertical yo-yo pattern using wings attached to their

body. Due to their means of propulsion and direction of travel, to distinguish this

vehicle from the Vertical Glider, to be discussed later, these gliders will be referred

to as horizontal buoyancy gliders. In deep water especially, these gliders are effec-

tive at covering large distances in order to collect oceanographic data, although they

move very slowly. Three successful designs for horizontal buoyancy gliders are the
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Spray glider originally developed at Scripps Institute of Oceanography [90] and now

produced by Bluefin Robotics, the Slocum glider originally developed through collab-

oration with WHOI [103] and now produced by Teledyne Webb Research, and the

Seaglider vehicle developed at the University of Washington [44] and now produced

by iRobot.

(a) Spray Glider (b) Slocum Glider (c) Seaglider

Figure 1-4: Three models of underwater buoyancy gliders in use today. These
three models were originally developed at academic institutions, and have now
been transferred to commercial products. Image credits: a) Robert Todd, Scripps
Institute of Oceanography b) 〈http://www2.sese.uwa.edu.au/∼pattiara/slocum/〉 c)
〈http://www.apl.washington.edu/projects/seaglider/summary.html〉

The final class of underwater vehicle that is relevant for subsea equipment delivery

is the passive lander. These vehicles have very few capabilities and are a simple

solution to the need to deliver sensors and other equipment to the seafloor. The

landers are dropped above their desired location and fall passively without control,

and thus suffer from drift. Current profile estimates can be used to account for drift,

but passive landers are largely used in applications where a cheap simple solution is

needed, and accurate placement is not required. Passive landers in the context of

subsea equipment delivery are discussed more in Sec. 1.2.1.

1.1.2 Applications: Subsea Equipment Delivery

The task of subsea equipment delivery is useful for a variety of applications, including

oil exploration, scientific monitoring, defense, and support infrastructure. In all of

these scenarios, a payload (which in certain cases is integral to the vehicle itself),

must be delivered to specific locations on the seafloor in the deep ocean. Scientific
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applications of subsea equipment delivery include environmental monitoring [26, 37],

such as placing chemical sensors next to a seep or measuring chemical interactions

at the sediment-water interface [50], or geophysical applications including placement

of seismic sensors in specific arrays [31, 56]. Various defense applications exist as

well, such as defusing mines [98], or data collection/surveillance [38]. Additionally,

subsea equipment delivery can be used to set up support infrastructure, ranging from

acoustic network nodes [24, 56], collection baskets for deep-sea archaeology or other

sampling tasks [17, 25] to underwater observatory docking equipment [57, 91, 99].

A specific application is oil exploration. The oil and gas industry would like to

deploy electromagnetic sensors in a large precise grid at 4,000 m or deeper in order

to map subsea rock formations [35]. This grid is on the order of a 7 km x 7 km

square, with sensors every 1 km (49 total), as shown in Fig. 1-6. The method used is

known as Controlled-Source Electromagnetics (CSEM), where an EM source (usually

a dipole) is towed in the vicinity of the array, and the EM sensors in the grid pick

up variations in the electric field caused by varying resistivity of different subsea

materials (e.g. different types of rock, gas, or oil), as shown in Fig. 1-5. The 3-D

reconstruction of the subsea formations from the sensor data relies on grid-based PDE

reconstruction techniques, which perform better when the sensors are very accurately

placed. Operationally, the fleet of CSEM receivers is deployed from a ship, the dipole

is towed above the array, measurements are recorded onboard the receivers, and then

the receivers are released and ascend back to the surface, where they are recovered [36].

This process is repeated in different locations, so it is desirable to have quick and

accurate deployment of the system, as shown in Fig. 1-7.

Vertical Glider Robot (VGR) Concept

Subsea delivery is achieved with powered underwater vehicles (autonomous under-

water or remotely-operated vehicles; AUV’s or ROV’s) or unguided landers; a full

review of prior methods is given in Sec. 1.2.1. Powered vehicles can accomplish pre-

cision delivery with high performance because they can make repeated attempts to

reach a given specification. But capital and operating costs of these vehicles can be
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(a) CSEM Concepts (b) CSEM reconstruction

Figure 1-5: On the left is an overview of CSEM concepts. On the right is an example
of grid-based CSEM reconstruction of subsea formations. Image credits: a) Scripps
EM laboratory 〈http://marineemlab.ucsd.edu/resources/concepts/CSEM MT.html〉
b) a) Electromagnetic Geoservices 〈http://www.emgs.com/content/598/Modelling〉

orders of magnitude larger than the cost of the sensor being deployed; in the case of

many packages to be delivered, these costs and the risk to major assets may be too

high.

Oceanographic researchers and the offshore oil and gas industry regularly use

passively dropped landers to deploy sensors to full ocean depth of up to six kilometers.

This is achieved by positioning the surface vessel so that predicted ocean currents

cause the lander to free-fall to the desired target. Over the length of the drop, these

landers accumulate significant drift; 1% of depth is a typical value reported in deep

water when a good current measurement is made a priori (J. Guerrero, personal

communication). Due to drift, passive landers sometimes have to be recovered so

that another attempt can be made. In oil exploration, such as the example shown

in Fig. 1-6, operating costs of the support vessel can be up to $500,000 per day,

so precise and timely delivery of equipment is important. To reduce ship time and

the associated costs, it is desired to allow all of the landers to be deployed from a

single ship location near the center of the grid, with simultaneous or rapid sequential

deployment to minimize the time needed to drop the entire fleet to the seafloor. The

grid application also motivates the need for better horizontal transit capabilities than

passive landers so that the vehicles headed to the outside of the grid can reach their

targets from the central ship location.

To meet these challenges, we have been developing a unique system for this mis-
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sion, which is aimed for multiple-vehicle deployment of equipment to be delivered to

the seafloor. The individual lander vehicles are designed to be simple and economical,

so the system is scalable, with the expensive components shared by the whole fleet.

To keep cost and complexity low, we retain the free-falling lander concept that uses

potential energy instead of a powered propulsion system. Building on the steerable

elevator concept described in Sec. 1.2.1, we propose to add fully autonomous naviga-

tion and active control, and to streamline the vehicle in order to add horizontal transit

capabilities as well as reduce the large drift forces from large-scale hydrodynamic sep-

aration. To distinguish our work from existing elevators and gliders as used in the

ocean today, we refer to our device as the Vertical Glider Robot, or VGR. The VGR

is designed to have its principal orientation nose-down, with negative buoyancy to

provide a nominally constant dive rate. Most crucially, the vehicle is marginally sta-

ble in the open loop, allowing it to operate at extreme angles of attack and thereby

move at glide angles greater than 60 degrees from vertical, satisfying the need for

moderate horizontal transit capability.

The initial VGR system was developed in a previous thesis by C. Ambler [13],

which included concept generation, hardware design and early control simulation for

a single-vehicle system navigated by USBL. The work presented in this thesis aims to

extend the single vehicle concept to multiple-vehicle fleet deployment, and considers

the associated navigation and control problems that arise.

1.1.3 Underwater Communication and Navigation

Currents and drift due to hydrodynamic disturbances make navigation important—

the vehicle cannot stop in one place to determine its location as is often the case

on land. Communication is necessary for data transfer, mission commands, and is

an integral component of distributed navigation systems. Consistent navigation and

communication in the underwater environment is a perennial challenge because of our

reliance on the acoustic channel [96] (due to the attenuation of electromagnetic waves

in seawater, methods such as GPS and RF communication do not work underwater).

The acoustic channel underwater is notoriously difficult, and subject to delays, fading,
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Figure 1-6: Overview of a Vertical Glider mission scenario to deploy 49 pieces of
equipment on a 7 km x 7 km grid on the seafloor from a single ship on the surface.

Figure 1-7: Vertical Glider operation cycle for oil prospecting with CSEM methods.
The vehicles are deployed in the accurate grid, the survey is performed, and the
vehicles are recovered. The ship drives to the next location and the process is re-
peated. Image credit: Electromagnetic Geoservices 〈http://www.emgs.com/content/
595/Data-acquisition〉
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frequency-dependent path loss, non-Gaussian noise, and multipaths, which all provide

challenges and constraints to underwater navigation and communication. Some non-

acoustic methods exist, however as will be discussed they have their drawbacks as

well.

Non-acoustic Navigation Methods

Depth, magnetic heading, and orientation are relatively easily obtained underwater in

the open ocean, however methods for accurately determining geo-referenced position

are challenging. The most crude navigation involves dead reckoning based off of

a compass and some sort of speed measurement such as counting prop turns, or

some other open-loop model. These methods are not very accurate due to drift and

no sensing of position. However, more advanced odometry-based navigation can be

quite accurate. Navigation systems relying on inertial measurement units (IMU) and

Doppler velocimetry (DVL) are frequently used in the underwater environment [64].

These systems have been reported to give sub-meter navigational accuracy, and also

work well when combined with low frequency updates from a global navigation system

(such as the acoustic methods described in the next section). However, these systems

have significant drawbacks. A high-end IMU costs $150,000, while a DVL costs

$30,000 or more depending on depth-rating, and Doppler velocimetry is only useful

within range of a solid boundary. DVL bottom-lock range is frequency-dependent and

is inversely proportional to the accuracy of measured velocities. Normally this range

is on the order of tens of meters, although there have been some recent developments

advertising 500m range [8]. As with very high-end IMUs, these units are prohibitively

expensive and large in size for use in small, economical AUVs. Price and form factor

aside, inertial and Doppler methods suffer from drift over time—errors accumulate as

acceleration and velocity are integrated to give position. The latest high performance

inertial and Doppler methods have drift rates as low as 0.1% of distance travelled, a

‘good’ system could have drift on the order of 0.5%, and obviously, as cheaper and

smaller components are used, performance degrades further.
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Drift-free Acoustic Navigation

Acoustics can provide GPS-like drift-free globally referenced navigation underwater,

albeit with other limitations. There are two main classes of acoustic navigation

underwater that provide drift-free global reference: Long baseline (LBL) [77] and

Ultra-short baseline (USBL) [101]. These systems use the travel time of sound in

water to determine distance and therefore track acoustic pingers.

Long-Baseline Sonar (LBL) LBL systems include a GPS-like array of acoustic

nodes, which are usually set up on the seafloor, separated by distances on the order

of 100 m to 5 km for conventional 12 kHz systems. In most configurations the vehicle

uses a pinger to send sonar ping to the beacons, which then respond with a return

ping. Two-way travel times from the vehicle to the beacons obtains estimates of

the distances from each beacon to the vehicle, which are used along with a precise

survey of beacon locations to trilaterate the vehicle’s position. If accurately synchro-

nized clocks are used, one-way travel times can be used which reduces the delays

involved and increases the update rate [104]. Because of the seafloor deployment and

large spacing between beacons, the performance of LBL systems is largely depth-

independent. With special care in the protocol, LBL systems can also be adapted to

be used with multiple vehicles [46]. Additionally, there has been work with ‘moving

LBL,’ or ‘GPS intelligent buoys (GIB),’ where the beacons are on moving platforms,

usually autonomous surface crafts or buoys, equipped with GPS [11,41]. The moving

LBL beacons sends down their locations along with the ranging ping, and with that

information the vehicle can determine its location. While promising, moving LBL

systems have not seen widespread adoption in ocean operations, likely due to the

complicated infrastructure needed for multiple surface craft deployment from a large

research vessel, as well as seaworthiness concerns. While accurate, conventional static

LBL systems are not well suited to portable operations. Due to the large amount of

time invested in setting up and calibrating the network of LBL beacons, LBL systems

today are usually set up only when operations will be performed in the same area for

a long time, such as multiple days.
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Ultra-Short Baseline Sonar (USBL) In contrast to LBL systems, USBL systems

use a single transceiver mounted below a support ship (with GPS and an IMU) that

has multiple transducers in a compact (baseline on the order of 10 cm) array [3,4,6],

shown in Fig. 1-8. First, an ‘interrogation ping’ is sent to the vehicle whose position

is to be measured. This vehicle then sends a return ping to the ship transceiver.

The travel times of the return ping from the measured pinger to the ship give the

range, and the arrival times of the return ping at the different transducers in the

array are compared using phase-differencing techniques to determine the direction

of the return ping. The receiver includes an inertial measurement unit, and is also

integrated with the ship’s dynamic positioning system and GPS. This installation (not

always permanent on ships) must be well-calibrated, however it usually represents a

more convenient solution than deploying an LBL network. The direction and distance

from the USBL unit are able to give precise 3D measurements in a globally-referenced

Cartesian frame. The position can then be sent down to the vehicle in the next ping

using an acoustic modem (often integrated into the USBL unit).

One aspect of USBL systems that demands special attention is their angular error

characteristic, which will lead to a linear increase of noise on the Cartesian space

estimate as slant range increases. Additionally, for LBL and USBL, position updates

are delayed many seconds as components move apart; the speed of sound in water

is around 1500 m/s. Recent advances such as ping stacking [6] allow for consistent

updates at 1 Hz with USBL systems, and delayed-state filtering methods can help

alleviate the additional error due to the age of the measurement when the update

finally reaches the vehicle (after up to three trips along the slant range from ship

transceiver to vehicle) [94]. However, due to the limited frequency band available

for effective acoustic communication, current acoustic communication and navigation

systems can only receive signals one-at-a-time. There have been some recent devel-

opments with both code and frequency-based multiplexing that allow for multiple

vehicle tracking [6], but due to the limited frequency bands that can be used un-

derwater, the number of vehicles that can be tracked at once is still much smaller

than the overall size of the fleet of vehicles which are to be deployed. The extreme
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difficulties and constraints of underwater acoustics suggest that these constraints will

remain restrictive for the foreseeable future, especially as vehicle technology matures

and fleet sizes grow.

(a) USBL Measurement (b) USBL for Control

Figure 1-8: In (a), a USBL unit mounted on a ship, measuring range, bearing
and elevation [6]. Image modified from 〈http://www.sonardyne.co.uk/Products/
PositioningNavigation/systems/fusion usbl.html〉. In (b), cartoon showing the use
of USBL for real-time control. Position updates are sent back down to the vehicle via
acoustic modem (acomms). Image courtesy M. J. Stanway

The most effective underwater navigation is achieved using drift-free acoustic

systems combined with IMUs and DVLs to achieve accuracy on the order of one

meter [64, 69, 85, 106]. With multiple-vehicle fleets, collaborative navigation using

inter-vehicle ranging can help improve position estimation accuracy [47], but is still

subject to drift due to clock drift, and requires specialized equipment and processing

onboard each vehicle (as well as time/frequency allocation in the network multiple-

access scheme—see next section).

However, as mentioned previously, IMUs and DVLs are expensive, and LBL sys-

tems are time-consuming to deploy and calibrate. USBL systems have the most

expensive component (the transceiver) mounted onboard the ship, and only require

a small pinger coupled with an acoustic modem onboard each vehicle. Thus, the

USBL represents the easiest single means for maintaining drift-free global reference

with low infrastructure onboard the individual vehicles—well-suited for large-scale
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multiple-vehicle deployments with short times onsite (seafloor observatories can also

easily support multiple vehicles through permanent LBL installations). For vehicles

with more advanced onboard navigation, addition of the USBL to the system can

improve navigation further, and help bound errors due to drift. For the purposes

of this thesis, we will focus on a sensing mode akin to a ship-mounted USBL, with

limited sensors and navigation capability onboard the vehicle.

Underwater Communications

Radio-frequency wireless communications, the workhorse of terrestrial systems, are

infeasible underwater due to severe attenuation. Attenuation is less dramatic at low

frequencies, however systems running as low as 433 MHz have only been reported

to propagate just over one meter underwater [10]. Transmissions at extra low fre-

quencies (30-300 Hz) can propagate through conductive seawater, and are commonly

used for communications by US Navy submarines [55], however transmission at these

frequency bands requires large antennas and high power, making it impractical for

use by small autonomous vehicles. Optical communications using lasers or LEDs

have also been considered for high-bandwidth underwater communications [70] and

can offer high throughput in certain conditions (several Mbits/sec at ranges up to

100m [48]), however optical links are affected by high scattering due to particles in

the water and can require high precision in directionality, making them infeasible for

most general applications underwater.

Similarly to navigation, underwater communications are primarily accomplished

through acoustic links. Various technologies exist for acoustic modems, usually op-

erating in the 10-30 kHz range. Performance of acoustic modems varies significantly

based on the modulation type used and the channel characteristics. Frequency shift

keying is a simple noncoherent modulation technique which is relatively reliable and

low-power, but offers low communication throughput. Phase-shift keying (PSK) is

a more complex coherent modulation method that requires more processing, is more

fragile, but offers the possibility of orders of magnitude higher throughput [96]. Chan-

nel characteristics can vary in different ocean applications based on the water depth,
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bottom topography, oceanographic water properties, sea surface conditions, ambient

noise, and the direction of communication [97]. Deep water vertical channels offer the

best conditions for acoustic communication due to low ambient noise and scattering

in the mid-water column, less difficulty with multipaths, and lower variance on delays.

The shallow water channel is much more difficult due to multipaths from surface and

bottom effects, high delay spreads, and a high Doppler spread [10]. A rough perfor-

mance limitation for vertical channels in deep water is 100 km·kbps for the range-rate
product [63], while in shallow horizontal channels achievable bandwidths can be as

low as 80 bps, and sometimes channel availability can completely vanish for tens of

minutes [79]. Recent work has focused on signal processing (multiple input-multiple

output channel estimation and spread-spectrum techniques for improving the perfor-

mance of phase-coherent methods) as well as research into multiple access protocols

and network routing for acoustic communication networks [32, 34].

There are a number of commercial off-the-shelf acoustic modems available [9],

such as the WHOI micromodem [52], models by Teledyne Benthos [7], LinkQuest

[5], EvoLogics [2] and DSPComm [1]. Additionally, USBL navigation units include

acoustic modem capabilities integrated into the transceiver and transponders, such

as with the Sonardyne Ranger USBL system used with the NDSF vehicle Sentry

[6]. These USBL units support transmission of position data obtained by the USBL

interleaved with short data or control packets.

Due to collisions of acoustic packets at the receiver, great care must be taken with

acoustic modem systems if communications with multiple nodes must be achieved.

Research is being conducted with multiple access (MAC) schemes, however the most

widely used method in practice is simple Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA),

where a time slot is allocated for each transponder to communicate. This approach

obviously scales poorly as the number of vehicles rises. As mentioned in the context

of USBL transducers, frequency or code based multiple access form the basis of other

MAC schemes (FDMA or CDMA); but while possibly offering benefits over TDMA,

these schemes do not eliminate the multiple-access problem as fleets become large

and frequent communications are required [40].
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1.1.4 Underwater Autonomy

Autonomy underwater in general is similar to the autonomy required by land robots,

with special consideration of the unique navigational and communication constraints

encountered in the ocean, as well as the specific requirements of the mission goals.

Sensor fusion and state estimation are usually accomplished by conventional Kalman

Filter or Extended Kalman Filter implementations, and certain underwater applica-

tions have successfully used Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [45].

Onboard flight control is developed and tuned specific to the vehicle design, and

ranges from simple PID controllers to highly nonlinear MIMO control systems for

vehicles with complex dynamics. Above the low-level controller there is some form

of an autonomous decision-maker. This software ranges from simple modules that

execute preplanned missions (for example, visiting a series of waypoints), to powerful

adaptive mission planners running onboard artificial intelligence algorithms [19, 76].

Additionally, due to acoustic links to a ship, many AUVs rely on some aspect of

human-in-the-loop decision making for low-frequency high-level planning, leveraging

the economical mobility and data-gathering capabilities of the AUV combined with

the experience and knowledge of human scientists [21, 89, 112].

1.2 Prior Work

1.2.1 Hardware For Subsea Equipment Delivery

There has been work using AUVs or ROVs to deploy equipment on the seafloor, as

well as ROV deployment of benthic lander vehicles for oil operations monitoring [27].

However, apart from specialized deployments requiring the specific maneuvering or

manipulation capabilities of these complex vehicles, subsea equipment delivery is

normally accomplished using passive landers. WHOI frequently uses passive elevator

vehicles to support ROV and ALVIN sampling operations [25], landers have also been

used to track fish using sonar [84], and the design of a vertical/horizontal AUV for

deep ocean sampling was addressed in [29]. Passive landers have been used extensively
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in the Autonomous Lander Instrument packages for Oceanographic Research (ALI-

POR) Programme [82], which cites radii of hundreds of meters for accuracy of passive

deployments. Our conversations with colleagues at Schlumberger-Doll Research (J.

Guerrero, personal communication), have indicated that with a priori current profile

measurements (e.g. from a ship-mounted ADCP), this can be reduced to roughly 50

m over 4,000 m descents.

To address the poor accuracy when using passive landers, there has been some

prior work on steerable elevators at WHOI (D. Yoerger and A. Bradley, personal

communication). These elevators consisted of passive elevator frames retrofitted with

wings, which spiraled down in a helix trajectory and could be steered manually in

a rough manner via a single rudder and an acoustic link to the surface ship. While

this project was sidelined in the early 2000’s, there has been some recent work with

model tests of steerable elevators [87], which focused on the glide angle capabilities

when a conventional elevator was outfitted with small angled lifting surfaces and

did not address the problems of automatic control, navigation, or multiple-vehicle

deployment.

There has been considerable effort to address the similar problem of terminal

guidance of AUVs. In addition to the AUV docking systems described in Sec. 1.1.2,

docking of AUVs is considered using visual servoing in [72], and delivery of a fiber

optic communications cable to an undersea node via optical terminal guidance is

discussed in [38]. Control strategies for terminal guidance of an underactuated AUV

using a nose-mounted USBL homing to a beacon are considered in [18], while [42]

uses a similar approach for mine countermeasures.

1.2.2 Multiple-Vehicle Navigation and Sensor Management

Even with USBL technology there are still many challenges for multiple vehicle de-

ployments. Currently, USBL systems are rarely used to measure more than one

vehicle during a mission. Moving to multiple vehicle fleets presents challenges—for

example, with 50 vehicles using a simple round-robin scheme, each individual vehicle

will receive a measurement update every 50 seconds. Combined with the increasing
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(a) IFM Geomar
Lander

(b) WHOI Steerable Elevator (c) MBARI AUV Docking vehicle

Figure 1-9: Prior hardware for subsea equipment delivery. On the left is the
IFM Geomar lander, a passive lander that is part of the ALIPOR Programme.
In the middle is a WHOI elevator modified to be steerable, for use with ALVIN
and JASON. On the right is the MBARI AUV docking system. Image cred-
its: a) 〈http://www.ifm-geomar.de/index.php?id=1200&L=1〉 b) 〈http://www.whoi.
edu/atlantis117/feb8.html〉 c) 〈http://www.mbari.org/auv/dockingvehicle.htm〉

noise and delays with depth, this will not result in good landing error performance.

This problem could be approached a few ways - the first would be to improve

the hardware capabilities of the USBL itself, the second is to use inter-vehicle com-

munication and ranging, and the third is measurement allocation algorithms using

existing USBL technology. It is theoretically possible to devise methods to compute

positions from multiple returns at once. However, current commercially available

USBL systems are still limited to 1 measurement every second, and larger fleet sizes

will always be desired, so as we look ahead towards advances in sensor technology, the

measurement allocation constraints we have posed will be still be relevant. There has

been considerable work recently in the fields of multiple vehicle collaborative control

and coordination [15, 61, 73]. These methods require that the vehicles have methods

of communicating and ranging with each other, such as with an acoustic modem,

and various algorithms exist for improving the position estimates of the entire fleet

of vehicles based on inter-vehicle range measurements. However, while these meth-

ods are promising if the absolute best accuracy is desired, they do not fit well into

the simple and scalable goal for the VGR fleet, and USBL updates can still help
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bound the error due to drift over time. Inter-vehicle communication and navigation

adds another layer of complexity and cost to the individual vehicles, as well as a

considerable amount of network protocol design and computational overhead to the

navigation system. The end-users of the VGR have indicated that a simple drop-in

solution where the number of vehicles can easily be changed is desirable. Thus, we

have chosen to focus on navigation using only simple onboard instruments augmented

by global position updates from a single USBL on the ship. The USBL represents a

single highly constrained sensing resource that must be allocated in a smart manner

in order to give the best navigation results for the entire fleet. This brings us to the

problem of effective scheduling of measurements from the USBL to different vehicles

in the fleet, a problem belonging to the field known as sensor management.

In practice, the current state-of-the-art for marine systems involves simple heuris-

tic methods, the most common being a basic round-robin scheme where every vehicle

is measured equally often in a periodic manner [28]. However, as fleets become larger

and the desired performance and task complexity increases, better approaches are

needed. There has been considerable work from the control theory and operations

research community in algorithms for sensor management, often tightly coupled with

tracking and estimation problems. The ‘information state’ or ‘reward’ in the setup of

vehicle tracking problems is usually defined as the state estimation error uncertainty.

Thus, state estimation is an integral component of any smart tracking system. As

described in Sec. 1.1.4, state estimation is a crucial component for onboard control

systems; and the extension to the target tracking case simply requires the decision-

making module to run a state estimator for the relevant states of all of the vehicles

in the fleet. For the purpose of this thesis, the standard linear Kalman Filter will be

used, although other approaches are possible. The standard implementation of the

Kalman Filter assumes complete observation updates at each time step, however for

the target tracking problem, this will not be the case as the sensor may only observe

one vehicle each time step. Kalman filtering is often used in practice with intermit-

tent observations, which uses the simple intuitive result that the optimal method for

handling missed measurements is to propagate the prediction updates open-loop (no
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update or innovation due to zero Kalman gain through setting the measurement noise

to infinity) when no measurement is available [92].

A greedy heuristic based on the tracking error uncertainty is the first step towards

an algorithm smarter than a standard round-robin. However, optimization-based

methods that are ‘non-myopic’ have the potential to leverage better vehicle, sensor

and environmental models in order to best utilize limited sensing resources. Maxi-

mizing the utility of measurements for an underlying detection or estimation problem

can be addressed by brute-force enumeration of scheduling policies for very small

problems, and can also be formulated as a dynamic program. However for large fleets

(large or infinite state spaces) and many decision epochs, the curse of dimensional-

ity makes traditional decision-making approaches computationally intractable. Due

to the large scale and difficulty of these problems, greedy or myopic approaches are

commonly used and have seen success, as well as possess some performance bounds.

However, non-myopic information-theoretic approaches are theoretically more ele-

gant and offer promise for better performance in many cases, especially where special

problem structures can be exploited [110].

A general sensor management problem is considered in [30], involving classification

of multiple unknown objects. Using an approximate dynamic programming approach,

this work formulates the resource management problem as a constrained dynamic pro-

gram, and solves the Lagrangian relaxation optimally. Solution is through standard

partially-observable Markov decision process (POMDP) algorithms, which puts sig-

nificant constraints on the size of the state spaces that may be considered. In [111],

the authors consider the problem of tracking multiple targets with a single steerable

sensor, such as phased array radar. The sensor constraints are very similar to the

USBL model—only one target can be observed at a time, and the multiple target

processes are evolving independently and dynamically. The problem formulation is

limited by the assumption that the vehicles have identical dynamics, however vehi-

cles may have heterogeneous process and sensor noise models. The authors formulate

a general stochastic estimation problem and use an auction approach to solve the

open-loop feedback control problem optimally over a constrained set of policies. A
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Bayesian mutual information method is used to incorporate new measurements; any

prior distribution (measurement model) is possible. This is a distinct advantage over

classical Kalman Filter based methods such as those in [71], which assume Gaussian

noise distributions. A finite planning horizon is considered, within which each target

may only be measured once, which allows for tractable computation of the combi-

natorial optimization problem. This constraint presents significant limitations as it

cannot handle targets with vastly different characteristics (an example could be a

case where one vehicle requires significantly more updates than others due to very

high noise). Interestingly, this work includes a bound that says a greedy measurement

allocation policy is guaranteed to be within a factor of 2 of the optimal sequence.

Much of the work in non-myopic sensor management relies on the fundamental

notion of submodularity, an intuitive property of diminishing returns [66], which can

be used practically to design algorithms as well as to derive performance bounds [67].

The most basic explanation of submodularity is that adding a sensor to a small

deployment helps more than adding a sensor to a large deployment, or taking a

measurement of a vehicle with high uncertainty helps more than measuring a vehicle

with low uncertainty. More specifically, submodularity is a notion similar to convexity,

but for set functions. The property of submodularity is inherent in a special class

of problems, known as the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem, which is especially

promising for vehicle tracking with constrained sensing resources. This field will be

explained in more depth in Chapter 4, but briefly, bandit problems involve a situation

where the goal is to make sequential decisions between a number of choices in order to

maximize some cumulative reward. Information, or a model, of the process evolving

is used to inform the decision-maker, however the decision made at each time step

influences the new information that becomes available after the decision is made. In

a sensor management problem, the cumulative reward in question is some metric of

desirable tracking performance, and the decision to be made each time step is which

vehicle to measure. A seminal paper by Gittins in 1974 [54] demonstrated that the

MAB can be solved with a series of one-dimensional problems using a priority index

policy—an index can be computed for each process which represents the intrinsic value
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of observing that process, taking expected current and future rewards into account.

Then the process with the highest index value is chosen for measurement at the given

time step.

An early attempt to address the sensor management problem via the Gittins

index is found in [68], where the problem is to find an optimal solution to tracking

multiple independent objects using a Hidden Markov Model. The application is radar

beam scheduling, however the use of the standard (passively static) MAB requires

the inappropriate assumption that the states of the targets do not change when they

are not being observed. In [80], the authors study a slightly different situation than

vehicle tracking but attempt to study the effects of unknown dynamics within the

bandit framework. The reward is a time-varying linear function of the covariate

vector of each system, and the system dynamics are unknown. The covariates and

consequences of actions are observed, so the goal is to learn the association between

actions and covariates. A more relevant study of the dynamic target tracking problem

in the MAB framework is given in [102], which evaluates round-robin, myopic and

MAB approaches to the tracking of Brownian motion targets. Although the analysis

is not comprehensive, the authors find that in many situations the classical MAB

gives a good suboptimal solution even when some of its assumptions are violated.

An extension of the MAB problem known as the Restless Bandit problem [108]

extends the structure to cases where the system evolves whether a decision is made or

not. Since a vehicle is still moving (affected by control and/or process noise) whether

a measurement is taken or not, this scenario describes the VGR measurement problem

well. The MAB and Restless Bandits, as well as the Restless Bandit Kalman Filter

scheduling algorithm in [71] are described in detail in Chapter 4.
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1.3 Summary and Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to study methods for multiple-vehicle deployment of au-

tonomous vehicles using a constrained, centralized sensing resource for global navi-

gation, primarily focusing on non-myopic sensor management methods for allocating

navigation hits among vehicles with different noise or dynamic characteristics. As a

specific case-study we will consider the subsea equipment delivery mission described

earlier, and briefly discuss development of a model scale prototype Vertical Glider

vehicle which serves as a proof-of-concept for a scalable multiple-vehicle deployment

application in the deep ocean. Experimental tests of this prototype are presented

in Chapter 2. We focus on tracking large fleets of vehicles using a USBL-like sensor

mounted centrally on a ship, which can measure one vehicle at a time at a finite

update rate. In Chapter 3, we discuss multiple-vehicle operations in the ocean using

this navigation method, focusing on the system architecture and problem formula-

tion for Kalman Filter-based multiple vehicle tracking. We develop simple models

for two mission scenarios which are suitable for use in the tracking algorithms we

investigate in Chapters 4 and 5. We consider USBL augmented navigation for vehi-

cles with two commonly used onboard sensor suites: onboard compass and attitude

sensors, and vehicles equipped with a DVL. In Chapter 4 we give a tutorial of the

Multi-Armed Bandit problem, its applicability to multiple vehicle tracking, as well

as an extended explanation of Restless Bandits and the Scheduling Kalman Filters

algorithm. In Chapter 5, we show the usefulness of these algorithms through com-

putational experiments on examples with heterogeneous vehicle fleets, as well as the

specific multiple-vehicle subsea equipment delivery application.
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In summary, the objectives of this thesis are:

1. Describe a vehicle hardware concept suited to economical multiple vehicle de-

ployment for subsea equipment delivery, and present experimental results from

a single-vehicle prototype system. (Chapter 2)

2. Describe the high-level design of a multiple vehicle control system that uses

centralized navigation from a single constrained sensor, develop simple models

that are suitable for use in tracking algorithms for two onboard sensor suites,

and formally state the multiple vehicle tracking problem (Chapter 3)

3. Investigate non-myopic algorithms for multiple-vehicle sensor management, and

give an explanation of the Restless Bandit Kalman Filters (RBKF) scheduling

algorithm. (Chapter 4)

4. Present computational results comparing the performance of non-myopic algo-

rithms with commonly used heuristics. (Chapter 5)
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Chapter 2

Prototype Vehicle

This chapter discusses work with a single vehicle prototype system suitable for eco-

nomical large-scale multiple vehicle deployments. This work is a continuation of the

work by C. Ambler, following initial concept generation for the Vertical Glider Robot

for subsea equipment delivery. The goal of the prototype vehicle work is to demon-

strate a proof-of-concept for vertical deployment of the VGR using surface-based

navigation. The prototype vehicle system consists of the physical Vertical Glider

prototype vehicle, which takes the form similar to traditional torpedo-shaped survey

AUVs, however in a vertical orientation; as well as the navigation and control system

and associated software. We give a brief overview of the physical vehicle design here; a

more comprehensive description is given in [13]. Navigation and control methods are

discussed, and experimental testing results in the MIT swimming pools are presented,

which demonstrate the successful proof-of-concept.

2.1 Prototype Vehicle Physical Design

A prototype vehicle has been built to explore the behavior of vertically-oriented

streamlined vehicles, including the effectiveness of control fins and achievable glide

slopes. The vehicle has a simple, streamlined shape with control fins at the tail in

the traditional cross configuration, as shown in Fig. fig:explodedview. Table 2.1 lists

some of the vehicle’s physical characteristics. For control and data logging purposes,
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the vehicle’s sensor suite includes an onboard tilt-compensated compass, pitch, and

roll sensor (Ocean Server OS5000), a pressure sensor used to measure depth (Measure-

ment Specialties M86), and angular rate gyros (Invensense IDG1250). An Arduino

Mega microcontroller is used to read in sensors, compute control commands, drive ser-

vos and log data. Onboard data logging is handled by a 4D systems µDrive microSD

data logger. We use the CMUCam3 camera system for global navigation.

Figure 2-1: An exploded view of the vehicle is on the left, including the onboard cam-
era reference frame x̂c and ŷc. A photograph of the vehicle with the communication
tether attached to the side of the nose is on the right. Note the large lead weight near
the center of the vehicle which was located to place the center of mass very slightly
below the center of buoyancy, resulting in a marginally stable vehicle that can fly at
high angles of attack.

Table 2.1: Vertical Glider Physical Parameters
Length 77 cm

Diameter 12.7 cm body, 30 cm at tips of fins
Volume 8040 cm3

Weight 8.05 kg
Weight in Water 98 g

Fin Profile NACA-0020
Design Dive Rate 55 cm/s

Max Depth 5 meters
Servos HiTec HS-322HD (x2)

Power Source 8xAA NiMH batteries (1.2 V each, 9.6 V total)
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2.2 Prototype Vehicle Navigation and Control

2.2.1 Navigation Methods

A camera tracking system is used in pool testing to emulate angle-based tracking

methods used in the ocean. Two major modes of operation using a camera are

possible, as shown in Fig. 2-2. One mode consists of the camera mounted in the nose

of the vehicle. A flashlight is placed on the bottom of the pool to serve as the target;

the camera tracks the light and the control system guides the vehicle towards the

target. This method is different than the proposed surface ship navigation using a

USBL, but has obvious applications in missions such as docking or homing towards

an existing target [91, 99]. This capability is completely self-contained within the

vehicle.

The second mode of operation matches deployment with a USBL on a ship more

closely. A light is placed on the tail of the vehicle, and a surface raft holds a camera

that tracks the light. The error in vehicle position is computed on a connected laptop

at the surface, and this is combined with heading and attitude information received

from the vehicle through a 2 mm diameter tether to compute commands for the

vehicle’s control surfaces. Matlab software is used for communication, control and

logging on the laptop.

Figure 2-2: Prototype vehicle testing configurations. The nose camera configuration
is on the left, and the surface camera configuration is on the right.
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2.2.2 Flight Control with Onboard Camera

One primary advantage to the onboard camera is that flight control is very simple be-

cause measurement, control and actuation are all kept in the vehicle body-referenced

frame. No information about the vehicle’s orientation is needed for the controller.

The elevators correct for errors in the camera’s y axis, ŷc, and the rudders correct

for errors in the x axis, x̂c, as diagrammed in Fig. fig:explodedview. A simple pro-

portional controller maps the target location in the camera’s field of view (xc and yc,

measured in pixels) to fin commands, attempting to keep the target in the center of

the camera’s field of view:







θelevator

θrudder







=







−Kyc
−Kxc







(2.1)

If the camera loses the target, the fins are both held at their previous position,

which in practice allows the vehicle to recover from large oscillations that cause the

target to temporarily leave the field of view of the camera.

2.2.3 Flight Control with Surface Camera

The surface camera is located at the origin of a global North-East-Depth inertial

coordinate frame, which is represented by x̂g, ŷg and ẑg in Fig. 2-3. We use the depth

of the vehicle, z, and the camera target pixel locations to find the tail location in

global coordinates: xg and yg. We subtract the target, xdesg and ydesg , from the tail’s

location in the global frame to get a global horizontal-plane error vector, exg and eyg .

The vehicle’s body-referenced frame x̂v, ŷv and ẑv is aligned with ẑg but is rotated in

the horizontal plane by the vehicle’s compass heading. The compass heading ψ is the

angle of rotation of the body-referenced frame from magnetic North (set to equal x̂g

in Fig. 2-3), which is computed onboard the tilt-compensated compass sensor using

data from magnetometers and accelerometers on all three axes. We transform the

global error vector into a vehicle body-referenced error, exv and eyv, through a rotation

matrix that uses ψ:
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(2.2)

Vehicle pitch is a rotation about the vehicle’s body-referenced x axis, x̂v, and is

actuated by the elevators. Vehicle roll is a rotation about the vehicle’s body-referenced

y axis, ŷv, and is actuated by the rudders. Using the depth of the pool, D, the vehicle’s

current depth, z, and the vehicle body-referenced errors, angles to the target about

the vehicle’s x and y axes, θx and θy, are calculated:







θx

θy







=







atan(eyv/(D − z))

atan(exv/(D − z))







(2.3)

Since the vehicle’s pitch and roll dynamics are faster than its dynamics in the horizon-

tal plane, a closed-loop pitch and roll controller commands the fins to angles θelevator

and θrudder to attempt to drive the vehicle to the desired angle to the target, using

proportional control with gain K:







θelevator

θrudder







=







−K(Pitch− θx)

−K(Roll − θy)







(2.4)

A block diagram of the distributed control system used for the surface camera

tests is shown in Fig. 2-4.

2.3 Prototype Experiments in Pool

Testing was conducted in the MIT Alumni Pool (4m depth) and the MIT Z-Center

Pool (4.25m depth).

2.3.1 Onboard Camera

We conducted several experimental runs to a flashlight target on the bottom of the

swimming pool with the onboard camera configuration. A plot showing the camera’s
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Figure 2-3: 3D coordinate frames used for flight control with surface camera. The
global frame x̂g, ŷg, ẑg is centered at the location of the surface raft. The body-
referenced frame x̂v, ŷv and ẑv is aligned with ẑg but is rotated in the horizontal plane
by the vehicle’s compass heading, ψ.

adjusted target over the course of a run is shown in Fig. 2-5. Starting from a variety

of initial positions and angles, the vehicle hit the target within 25 cm 26 times and

veered off course due to loss of the target in the camera field of view 3 times. The times

when it veered off track were due to testing the limits of extreme initial conditions.

During these closed-loop tests, we noted the vehicle was able to reach targets that

required a trajectory of 45 degrees from the launching point. Detailed analysis of the

onboard camera testing is discussed by C. Ambler in [13].

2.3.2 Surface Camera

To test the surface camera, we placed and surveyed a target on the bottom of the

pool that was 3 ft directly to the East of the surface camera. To show the vehicle’s

control capabilities, we started the vehicle in different orientations – both the angles

in the E-Z and N-Z planes and the rotation about the vehicle’s axis. We observed

some runs where the vehicle rotated a full 360 degrees about its primary axis, showing
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Figure 2-4: Control system block diagram for prototype vehicle with surface camera
configuration

that our transformation from global to vehicle frame based on heading was working

correctly.

Plots showing the vehicle’s trajectory for three runs to the target with different

initial conditions are shown in Fig. 2-6. The vehicle corrects for drift in the N-Z plane

over the course of the run. The vehicle tracks the desired angle to the target in the

E-Z plane well, but due to inaccuracies in the system and a simplified controller, it

overshoots the target slightly, by an amount proportional to its initial angle towards

the target.

One major limitation on this test was the camera’s field of view. The CMUCam

has a field of view of 49 degrees in x and 37 degrees in y, which limits the ’cone’ in

which the vehicle can be seen by the camera. USBL systems in the ocean also have

a limited cone of detection, due to attenuation of the signal to reduce noise from the

ship machinery at shallow angles. While the CMUCam’s field of view is a tighter

constraint than typical USBL detection cones, we were able to learn about the effects

of this constraint on operations through our testing. The limited cone means that
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we could not command the vehicle to go to targets very far away, and the margin for

testing initial vehicle orientations was limited.

Additionally, the surface raft that holds the camera was designed to resist wave

disturbances; however, some pitch and roll oscillations were observed that added noise

onto the measurements. Adding a pitch and roll sensor to the raft could remove this

noise, just as is done with a real USBL system on a ship. Regarding the control sys-

tem, the vehicle had some backlash and calibration errors on the fins, which can add

errors. For the tests shown, the controller computes control actions based off the po-

sition of the light at the tail, not the vehicle’s center of gravity (CG). This introduces

angular error and accentuates nonminimum phase aspects of the measured system.

An improved controller would account for the difference between the measurement

and vehicle’s CG and also attempt to drive the vehicle directly over the target first,

and then drop straight down. These issues were ignored for our initial tests, and

explain some of the overshoot observed in the results.

2.4 Summary

We have shown a physical prototype vehicle and navigation system that demonstrates

the concept of a vertically-oriented vehicle with no thrusters and active steering using

a terminal guidance system. This vehicle serves as a proxy for an ocean vehicle

navigated by a USBL on a ship. Results show that control can be used to guide

the vehicle towards a target on the bottom using only basic onboard sensors (depth,

heading and attitude) and a position sensor at the surface. This navigation method

results in economical individual vehicles, enabling operations with large fleets. This

thesis is focused towards multiple-vehicle deployment, and due to the pool constraints

as well as the complexity of testing multiples of this prototype vehicle, the decision

was made to terminate the physical VGR prototype testing at this stage in order to

focus on the multiple vehicle sensor management methods, which will be the subject of

the remaining portions of this thesis. Future experimental work will utilize a multiple

surface raft testbed currently in development.
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Figure 2-5: Scatter plot showing the adjusted target location as seen by the vehicle’s
onboard camera during pool testing. For this plot, the camera’s output in pixels is
scaled by the radius of the target as seen by the camera, which adjusts for the angle-
accentuating effects of the vehicle’s distance to the target. The vehicle was launched
from a point 3 m horizontally away from the target.
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Figure 2-6: Trajectory results from pool experiments. The target was 0.9 m directly
to the West, as shown by the black lines.
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Chapter 3

Multiple Vehicle Sensor

Management

Having shown a proof-of-concept of a model scale vehicle hardware platform that is

suitable for scalable multi-vehicle operations, the focus now shifts to techniques for

deploying large fleets of autonomous agents, which is seen as one of the the next big

steps in advancing autonomous capability in the ocean. Due to the extreme chal-

lenges of navigation and communication underwater, acoustic methods are a primary

enabling technology, and present some unique constraints for multiple-vehicle fleets.

This chapter will outline the system architecture for multiple-vehicle deployment of

AUVs using a centralized global navigation system. We explain the control loops,

the division of capabilities between the individual vehicles and the support ship, and

the use of Kalman Filters to decouple tracking from control, as well as provide infor-

mation for tracking algorithms. We describe two ocean vehicle mission scenarios and

develop simple kinematic vehicle models which are suitable for use with the track-

ing algorithms to be considered. We then set up the tracking problem in a formal

mathematical framework and explain simple heuristic approaches through the explo-

ration versus exploitation tradeoff. We conclude with an explanation of the curse of

dimensionality for multiple-vehicle sensor management, motivating the computation-

ally tractable theory for non-myopic sensor scheduling to be introduced in the next

chapter.
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3.1 Motivation and Operations

The majority of applications involving multiple vehicle fleets in the ocean can benefit

from drift-free acoustic tracking. As mentioned in Sec. 1.1.3, simple onboard sensors

such as heading, attitude and depth cannot detect drift due to process noise, and

vehicles with more capable inertial or Doppler sensors for dead-reckoning suffer from

drift over time, a fundamental property of integrating a noisy signal. Global position

updates can provide drift-free measurements that allow for vehicles to accurately lo-

calize. Due to a combination of convenience, economics and performance, the current

trend for measuring position in a global reference frame is to use a USBL sonar unit

mounted on the support ship to provide tracking of vehicles, and if needed, to send

position updates down to the vehicle through an acoustic modem. Because of the

constraints of the underwater acoustic channel, the entire system must be designed

to make best use of the limited navigation resource provided by the USBL. The un-

derlying goal of a multi-vehicle navigation system is to provide position tracking that

will best help the fleet execute its mission. For context, we briefly outline two types

of missions—the Vertical Glider Robot (VGR) example of subsea equipment delivery,

and missions with teams of heterogeneous vehicles.

3.1.1 VGR Mission Example

An operational example describing the Vertical Glider mission for subsea equipment

delivery helps illustrate the general system architecture of an outer tracking loop using

USBL that corrects for drift, coupled with some limited amounts of autonomy and

control onboard the individual vehicles. The Vertical Glider mission is the delivery of

sensor packages to specific locations to form a grid on the seafloor. For the 49-vehicle

grid sensing application discussed in Sec. 1.1.2, the mission will take roughly 50 hours

total with vehicles falling 4000 meters at 1 m/s, which equals roughly 1 million dollars

in ship operating costs (assuming costs $500,000 per day, which is standard in the

offshore industry). Multiple vehicle simultaneous deployment has the potential to

drastically reduce ship time while still meeting mission goals satisfactorily.
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The vehicles will be dropped from a single stationary platform (such as a ship)

and use their horizontal transit capability to reach the targets anywhere on the grid.

The individual vehicles have limited onboard autonomy and attempt to drive to their

targets. The USBL on the ship is used to correct for drift that the vehicles themselves

cannot detect. Again, the USBL is a sensor with significant constraints because it

nominally measures 1 vehicle every second—so when it measures one vehicle, it must

ignore all the others also dropping to the seafloor. A lower bound on USBL sensor

noise is the manufacturer spec of 0.1 degrees, which results in a standard deviation

of over 7 m at 4000 m depth—so measurements every 50 seconds with a naive round-

robin scheme will not give enough averaging (reduction in uncertainty) to achieve

desired landing accuracy. Therefore, the fundamental problem we will now consider

is how to best allocate these limited measurements of the USBL with the limited

information we have available.

Figure 3-1: VGR navigation with USBL on ship. The USBL broadcasts an interroga-
tion message indicating which vehicle to be measured. The indicated vehicle returns
a ping, which is received by the USBL and used to calculate position. The navigation
update is then broadcast back down to the vehicle via an acoustic modem.

The vehicles have identical dynamics and are subject to independent process noise

with consistent statistics, however the sensor noise due to the USBL angular error
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characteristic varies with depth. Operationally, individual Vertical Glider vehicles

will be deployed sequentially in time from the ship. As the individual vehicles drop

to the seafloor, they will each be at different depths at any given time. This variation

in vehicle depth results in different noise parameters for each vehicle, which can

be leveraged by the measurement allocation policy. Additionally, priority weighting

for vehicles closer to the bottom can help achieve final landing accuracy; see Sec.

5.2.3 for a detailed discussion of this. The length of time in between individual

vehicle deployments will vary depending on operational constraints as well as ship

time economics, however it is a reasonable assumption that the spacing will be much

shorter than the time it takes for an individual vehicle to reach the bottom, and long

enough that there will be significant differences in vehicle depths at a given time.

The gaps in time between vehicles are short (on order of a few minutes) so overall

ship time is reduced compared to one at a time deployment. Performance of various

algorithms as a function of spacing (and therefore ship time required to complete

a mission) is given in Sec. 5.2.5. In summary, the sensor management problem for

the Vertical Glider mission considers homogeneous vehicles with noise and priority

weighting parameters that vary with depth, and desires the best way to allocate USBL

hits for optimal navigation and thus control system performance to achieve landing

accuracy.1

3.1.2 Heterogeneous Vehicles Mission Example

The second mission example is more general. For various reasons, future multiple-

vehicle operations in the ocean will likely include heterogeneous fleets of vehicles.

Some mission scenarios could require a mix of vehicles with different capabilities,

all working together to achieve a certain objective. Due to the reliance on support

ships for oceanographic research, other scenarios may include shared cruises with

simultaneous deployment of multiple missions, possibly with each sub-mission con-

1A similar sensor management problem can be formulated for the recovery of the vehicles—
guidance of the vehicles from locations on the grid back to the location of the ship for easy recovery.
This problem is not considered in this thesis, but would be a straightforward modification.
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sisting of fleets of homogeneous or heterogeneous vehicles, all which desire accurate

geo-referenced navigation from the ship based sensor.

As mentioned in Sec. 1.1.3, onboard navigation sensors on underwater vehicles

range from very simple compass and attitude, to more precise dead-reckoning based

on Doppler Velocimetry (DVL). Inertial measurement units can be used to aid naviga-

tion, but dead-reckoning based on an IMU alone gives poor performance. As with the

VGR application, simple vehicles with very basic onboard navigation are economical

for use in large fleets, and with the help of USBL navigation may find significant use

as part of heterogeneous vehicle teams. For vehicles with more capable onboard nav-

igation, the fact still remains that no onboard navigation sensor can provide absolute

geo-referenced position2—so measurement updates from the USBL on the ship can

greatly improve navigational accuracy over long missions. Additionally, DVL based

odometry is only useful when in range of a solid boundary, such as the seafloor. For

many vehicles which operate at the bottom of the ocean, little navigation is available

on the descent to the seafloor, although ADCP water profile dead-reckoning methods

have the potential to improve this [95]. Once the vehicle reaches the bottom, it re-

quires averaging of many USBL hits to obtain a good position estimate on which to

initialize DVL-based dead-reckoning. Other missions may require vehicles to operate

in the mid water column, away from DVL range to the seafloor.

It is easy to envision many combinations of these types of vehicles operating at

once, and sharing the ship-based drift-free navigation sensor. In these cases, the

vehicles have potentially different dynamics, onboard sensors, noise parameters, and

priorities. Methods which balance these differences in order to optimally allocate

measurement updates across the fleet can greatly improve navigational performance,

enabling new complex missions and increasing the efficiency of ship-based vehicle

operations at sea.

2Terrain-relative or visually-augmented navigation can observe relative drift, but require very
reliable historical data and a stationary environment in order to provide absolute geo-referenced
position
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3.2 Overview of Navigation and Control

Navigation is often divided into two components: realtime navigation and postpro-

cessed navigation. Postprocessed navigation includes acausal filtering and smoothing,

and is often used to match data to position accurately. Realtime navigation relies

on causal filtering for position estimation. The majority of vehicles underwater feed

realtime navigation into guidance and control systems for localization purposes. The

simplest way to control vehicles using a USBL navigation system would be to simply

feed the USBL measurements into a controller for position. However, with the rela-

tively slow update rate of the USBL as well as relatively large sensor noise, precise

localization is impractical with this method. The overall control system performance

can be greatly improved by adding some elements of onboard autonomy and control

to the individual vehicles, with the USBL navigation as a supplement. This leads

to USBL-aided dead-reckoning, much like land-based GPS-aided inertial navigation.

We consider the vehicle control system at two levels, or at two time scales. The lower

level attempts to address the following task: given a desired trajectory, what actions

should the thrusters and/or control surfaces take in order to drive the vehicle in

that trajectory? This level is concerned with fast vehicle dynamics, which are highly

dependent on the particular vehicle design and hydrodynamics. Some examples of

low-level controllers are pitch/roll control, hovering control, bottom-following control,

etc. Vehicle control is an extensive subject, see [51] for a survey. The higher level

of control, often known as guidance, is for positioning in a global reference frame.

The USBL is a measurement input into a state estimator for vehicle position, and a

simple position controller generates error commands that are input to the low-level

controller.

The basic operation of the USBL is as follows. First the USBL sends out an

‘interrogation ping’ which specifies which vehicle should reply in order to be measured.

Next, the interrogated vehicle sends a return ping back to the USBL transceiver,

which is able to measure the range and bearing to the vehicle based on reception

of the return ping. The USBL sends down a small data packet with the location
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of the previously measured vehicle via an integrated acoustic modem, while sending

out the next interrogation ping. Onboard the ship, there is a ‘decision-maker’ which

tells the USBL which vehicle to interrogate. The measurement algorithms discussed

in the remaining portions of the thesis primarily consider what happens inside this

ship-based ‘decision-maker.’

Update rates of the USBL are on the order of 1 Hz, and when the USBL is shared

among multiple vehicles, update rates will be slower. Thus, vehicle dynamics which

are handled by low-level control are much faster than the USBL update rate. Since

we aim to study the general problem of sensor management for a centralized global

sensor such as the USBL, we will idealize this controller, and assume that the vehicle

in question is able to control itself well enough that we can approximate its dynamics

as a kinematic particle—we will see in subsequent sections that the appropriate use

of an idealized kinematic model enables applications of powerful theory for sensor

scheduling.

3.2.1 Individual Vehicle Onboard Autonomy

The use of a Kalman Filter or similar estimator for vehicle position onboard the

vehicle decouples the onboard control system from the USBL navigation updates.3.

As we will see, this is an important property when dealing with multiple-vehicle

deployments, as the USBL navigation updates may not be allocated to vehicles in an

easily predictable manner. By using an estimator, the onboard control system drives

to the desired position based on the position estimate, given by the estimator which

is always running, incorporating USBL hits when they are available. In this way, we

avoid interacting ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ feedback loops, which can cause problems when

drastically different and nondeterministic update rates are used. The vehicle benefits

greatly from USBL position updates, which correct for drift that cannot be detected

3Alternatives to the Kalman Filter such as the Extended Kalman Filter, Unscented (or Sigma
Point) Kalman Filter, or deterministic observers (Luenberger, etc.) can more accurately handle
nonlinear vehicle dynamics and non-Gaussian noise when estimating vehicle states [64]. However,
for the purposes of this thesis we stick to the classical linear Kalman Filter, as we will use purely
kinematic vehicle models in our development of sensor allocation algorithms
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by the onboard control system, however the vehicle does not completely rely on the

USBL updates—it does as well as it can based on whatever updates it receives.

The Kalman Filter running onboard each vehicle makes the vehicle agnostic to

measurement updates—the Kalman Filter incorporates the information it receives

and provides the best estimate of vehicle position to the control system at any mo-

ment based on the available measurements. Simple modifications of the standard

Kalman Filter optimally handle missed measurements. One approach, taken in [92],

is to set the measurement noise to infinity when no measurement is available, resulting

in zero Kalman gain for that measurement and thus no contribution of the innova-

tion. Alternatively, the measurement equation(s) can be changed each time step [94].

The intuition is that for a system with a single input measurement, the best esti-

mate when no measurements are available is simply the open-loop propagation of

the system model. For systems with random walk or double integrator dynamics

(typical of vehicles which cannot compensate for drift), the position tracking error

covariance thus increases linearly when no measurements are received, as expected.

These methods easily handle multiple measurement scenarios, as measurements from

various sensors can be incorporated at different update rates

The vehicle’s onboard controller takes the estimate from the Kalman Filter as the

input, making the control problem independent of the tracking problem to first ap-

proximation. Thus, as explained earlier, we leave the design of the onboard controller

as a separate problem specific to individual types of vehicles, and consider vehicle

dynamics as seen by the outer tracking loop as an abstraction which represents the

dynamics of the vehicle including it’s onboard control. Fig. 3-2 shows the control loop

onboard the individual vehicle, illustrating the use of the Kalman Filter onboard to

incorporate intermittent measurements from the USBL. In this example, the vehicle

and its onboard controller does the best it can to steer based on the KF estimate, but

cannot correct for drift. Thus, the vehicle dynamics as seen by the USBL loop are a

simple scalar kinematic drift model: 1
s
in the frequency-domain, A = 0 in continuous

time, or A = 1 in discrete-time. We note that while tracking and control in the ocean

includes complicated geometry, we consider the one-dimensional case here in order to
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gain intuition with a simple framework that captures the fundamental aspects of the

sensor management problem. Extensions to high-fidelity dynamic models as well as

three dimensional geometry depend on mission and vehicle scenarios and are possible,

but require vector process models and are left for future work.

Figure 3-2: Control loops onboard each individual vehicle. The ship-based decision
maker governs the measurement update from the USBL, which is input into a Kalman
Filter running on the vehicle. The vehicle’s onboard state estimate is then fed into
a proportional controller for position. In this example, the vehicle and its onboard
controller does the best it can to steer based on the KF estimate, but cannot correct
for drift. Thus, the vehicle dynamics as seen by the USBL loop are a simple scalar
kinematic drift model, A = 0 in continuous time

3.3 Tracking Problem Formulation

The measurement updates from the USBL help individual vehicles correct for drift,

however, the ‘decision-maker’ onboard the ship must decide how best to allocate the

USBL interrogations. Fig. 3-2 illustrates the use of the policy π to control operation

of the USBL. For each vehicle at each decision step, π is an indicator variable, set
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to 1 if that vehicle is to be measured, and set to 0 if not (for the full fleet, π is

a vector of indicator variables, one for each vehicle). To decide which vehicle to

measure, a Kalman Filter tracking the entire fleet runs onboard the ship. This fleet

KF essentially runs a KF for each vehicle in parallel (a bank of low-dimensional

filters), and the tracking error covariance is used as the ‘information state’ that is

input into measurement allocation algorithms.4

Here, we provide the formal problem statement for the multiple-vehicle Kalman

Filter tracking problem, adapted from Le Ny et al. in [71], which builds on the

general problem outlined by Whittle in [108]. Due to the lengths of underwater

missions relative to the time scales of underwater vehicle dynamics, we use an infinite-

horizon formulation. The algorithms we will use require scalar linear time-invariant

(LTI) systems with Gaussian noise, so we formulate the problem to satisfy these

assumptions. For ocean systems, Gaussian process noise is a reasonable assumption

because disturbances are largely due to bluff body hydrodynamics and small-scale

turbulence. Slowly-varying and non-Gaussian or correlated process noise due to large-

scale ocean currents can be mostly corrected for through the use of a priori current

profiles or predictions. We note that the problem formulation and approach given

in [71] has extensions to multidimensional systems, however for simplicity we stick to

the scalar formulation here as it is what we will analyze in Chapter 4. Additionally,

while the approaches of [71] and [108] allow for multiple sensors m (assuming the

number of vehicles is significantly larger than the number of sensors), we restrict

our formulation to the m = 1 case for notational clarity (and because operational

limitations usually result in use of a single USBL transceiver).

The sensor management task is to provide state estimates for all targets that

minimizes the weighted mean-square error on the system states plus additional mea-

surement costs. The targets to be tracked are N independent Gaussian linear time-

4We note that the term ‘information state’ is used here to refer to the state which is relevant for
the decision-making problem, as is common in operations research and decision theory literature.
This is not to be confused with Fisher information in filtering literature, which is the inverse of
the covariance. The Fisher information matrix is used in the maximum information formulation of
estimation problems, which is the dual of the standard minimum covariance formulation used in this
thesis.
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invariant (LTI) systems whose dynamics evolve according to

ẋi = Aixi +Biui + wi, xi(0) = xi,0, i = 1, . . . , N (3.1)

where Ai describes the dynamics of vehicle i, Biui is the control input, and the

driving process noise wi is a stationary white Gaussian noise process with zero mean

and a known continuous-time power spectral density Wi, i.e. Cov(wi(t)wi(t)
′) =

Wiδ(t − t′), ∀t, t′. If the sensor observes target i, a noisy measurement is obtained

according to

yi = Cixi + νi (3.2)

where Ci is the system measurement model for target i and νi is a stationary white

Gaussian noise process with power spectral density Vi, assumed to be positive-definite.

We note that while Le Ny et al. consider the continuous time case, the implementa-

tion of sensor scheduling in a real system is inherently a discrete-time process and a

finite sample period must be chosen. The continuous-time description of the prob-

lem allows for powerful analysis methods, and real-world system dynamics of course

evolve in continuous time, so this method allows true continuous-time dynamics to

be used in the solution. For the specific analytic solution for LTI scalar systems, any

discretization of the system will in fact give the exact states of the continuous-time

equivalent system at the sample times.

The goal is a measurement policy, which is denoted by π. Define

πi =







1 if vehicle i is observed at time t

0 otherwise
(3.3)

The sensor operates under two constraints. The sensor can observe at most one

system at each instant
N
∑

i=1

πi(t) ≤ 1, ∀t, (3.4)
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and each system can be observed by at most one sensor at each instant:

πi(t) ≤ 1, ∀t, (3.5)

The problem considered is an infinite-horizon average cost problem to design an ob-

servation policy π(t) = {πi(t)} satisfying the constraints 3.4 and 3.5, and a state

estimator x̂π of the state of all targets x that it depends only on the past and cur-

rent observations produced by the observation policy (causal), such that the average

weighted error covariance over all targets, plus measurement costs are minimized.

The cost function γ is thus

γ = min
π,x̂π

lim
τf→∞

1

τf
E

[

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

(

(xi − x̂π,i)
′ Ti (xi − x̂π,i) + κiπi(t)

)

dt

]

(3.6)

where κi ∈ R is the measurement cost per unit time when target i is observed, the

Ti’s are positive semidefinite weightings (how important a low error covariance is for

a given target compared to another), and lim denotes the upper limit, or lim sup.5

The Kalman-Bucy filter gives an unbiased state estimate, x̂π,i in continuous time,

with x̂π,i for all vehicles i = 1, . . . N updated in parallel following

d

dt
x̂π,i(t) = Aix̂π,i(t) + Bi(t)ui(t)− Pπ,i(t)

(

πi(t)
Ci

Vi
(Cix̂π,i(t)− yi(t))

)

(3.7)

We note that since B(t) does not factor in the evolution of the tracking error un-

certainty, it is allowed to be time-varying. For scalar systems, the error covariance

matrix Pπ,i(t) for system i satisfies the algebraic Ricatti differential equation

Ṗπ,i(t) = 2AiPπ,i(t) +Wi − πi
C2

i

V
Pπ,i(t)

2 (3.8)

The dependence on the policy is evident in that the terms having to do with a new

5The formal statement uses lim sup because the covariance is inherently periodic (or at least has
intermittent jumps downward) due to the switching observations—so lim sup means the upper limit
of those cycles (since there is no true steady-state). Since the limit is as Tf → ∞, as Tf gets longer,
Tf could fall at different points in the measurement cycle, so the time average will move up and
down, requiring the use of the supremum.
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observation are switched on and off by the policy indicator function πi(t). Thus, we

refer to this as the conditional Ricatti equation.6 Note that while the covariance

evolution is dependent on the policy, due to the use of the Kalman Filter, it does

not depend on the actual observation values—only if a measurement is taken. This

means that the Kalman Filter handles the stochastic aspects of the system, and

the problem of finding the optimal policy becomes a deterministic optimal control

problem, described by the cost function

γ = min
π

lim
τf→∞

1

τf

[

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

(TiPπ,i(t) + κi(t)πi(t)) dt

]

(3.9)

subject to the constraints 3.4 and 3.5, where E((xi − x̂i)
′Ti(xi − x̂i)) = (TiPπ,i) and

the dynamics of the error covariance are given by 3.8.

3.3.1 Simple Vehicle Model Development

for Tracking Algorithms

Here, we consider simple analysis of basic models of onboard control. The motivation

is to develop simple but useful models that can be used in scalable, computationally

tractable multi-vehicle sensor scheduling algorithms, which will be explained further

in Chapter 4. The use of LTI systems greatly simplifies the mathematical analysis,

and is a reasonable assumption for the idealized kinematic vehicle models we desire.

However, we will see certain situations where significant approximations must be made

to meet the LTI assumption; we note the limitations of our approach and mention

some possible approaches. The rigorous extension of sensor scheduling algorithms

(and the associated vehicle models) to time-varying and non-Gaussian formulations

are subjects for future work.

We consider two cases discussed earlier and commonly encountered in the ocean:

6We note that the use of the binary indicator π to denote the policy is redundant with the
convention that measurement noise covariance is set to ∞ when there is no measurement. This
convention allows for time-invariant measurement models. The important aspect of this conditional
algebraic Ricatti equation is that it cannot be solved by conventional means, because it is time-
varying in a unique way due to the switching of the policy.
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vehicles with no dead-reckoning capabilities, and vehicles with a DVL (and compass).

Two possible measurements are available to the vehicle: yUSBL from the USBL with

noise covariance VUSBL, and yDV L from the DVL with noise covariance VDV L

yUSBL =







x+ νUSBL if π = 1

NaN if π = 0

yDV L = ẋ+ νDV L

The objective is to state the scalar Kalman Filter parameters A,C,W, V for the

outer tracking USBL loop for each onboard sensor scenario. Since we assume to

first approximation that good tracking will lead to good control, for sensor allocation

algorithms we only care about the tracking error uncertainty P as predicted by the

Kalman Filter (not the actual state estimate x̂, which will be used by the onboard

controller). Thus, for the purposes of the tracking algorithm model, we do not consider

the control B(t)u. For the purposes of state estimation and control, the model can

have control or not—but the value of B(t) does not matter to the sensor tracking

algorithms because it doesn’t affect the tracking error uncertainty propagation.

USBL only, No DVL or IMU

For the case where the vehicle has no DVL or IMU, it relies completely on the USBL

for position updates (compass/attitude/depth sensors are used for onboard control).

The vehicle dynamics are driven entirely by process noise (and control), and the

vehicle behaves following an open-loop drift model, A = 0 in continuous time. The

USBL observation is a noisy measurement of the vehicle position, so C = 1. The

vehicle drifts according to environmental and hydrodynamic process noise, which we

will denote Wenv. The noise on the measurement is VUSBL.
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USBL and noisy DVL

In this scenario the vehicle can navigate without help of the USBL by dead-reckoning

based on integration of noisy velocity measurements.7 To properly fuse onboard DVL

measurements with intermittent USBL measurements, a state estimator must use

second-order dynamics. A nominal Kalman Filter formulation could use x and ẋ

as the state variables, with vehicle dynamics modeled as a double integrator. This

approach allows the noise from the DVL to be properly added onto the velocity

measurement. Combined DVL and acoustic navigation has been studied extensively

for use with underwater vehicles; for the full 3D treatment, see the approaches taken

in [23, 85]. Here, we attempt to capture the fundamental aspects of navigation using

an onboard DVL augmented by intermittent USBL hits in a very simple first order

model suitable for use in sensor tracking algorithms.

An ideal (noiseless) DVL would be able to correct for process noise drift, resulting

in zero process noise. From the view of the outer USBL loop, the vehicle with a

noisy DVL is affected by process noise which is related to VDV L and is smaller than

Wenv. Thus, the abstracted kinematic model does not include process noise due to

the environment (closed-loop control using the DVL can correct for this).

ẋ = uDV L (3.10)

The onboard controller acts on the DVL measurement and can be arbitrarily repre-

sented in the frequency domain as C(S): uDV L = C(S)yDVL. For development of

the abstract outer loop vehicle model we must assume a form of this controller;

the simplest approach is PI control: C(s) = −K
s
. The control input becomes

uDV L = −Kx− K
s
νDV L. In the time domain, vehicle dynamics are given by

ẋ = −Kx−
∫

KνDV Ldt (3.11)

7In reality, heading is required for dead-reckoning. A compass provides noisy heading measure-
ments, which contribute to the drift error in complex ways depending on the trajectories taken as
well as vehicle dynamics. Recent advances in true north-seeking gyrocompasses have helped with
this problem [64]. For purposes of simple model development, we treat the heading control as part
of the idealized onboard controller.
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The integral of a Gaussian random variable is a random walk model—the expected

excursion grows with time. This is behavior is captured by a second order KF for-

mulation; transformation of 3.11 to the Laplace domain verifies that a second order

system model is required to capture the dynamics properly.

X

νDV L

=
−K

s(s+K)
(3.12)

For a scalar kinematic model, we need to approximate
∫

(KνDV L)dt as a Gaussian ran-

dom variable. This cannot be done exactly; the approximation will be parametrized

by some time period from when the DVL dead-reckoning was last initialized (e.g.

last USBL hit). There are a few approaches that can be taken, with varying levels of

accuracy and difficulty. The simplest solution would be to choose some estimate of a

characteristic time period for USBL updates. This could be done in conjunction with

an analysis of the measurement allocation algorithm; however the scheduling policy

from the algorithm will depend on the process noise, so this analysis would likely need

to be performed iteratively. Two more complex approaches could be more accurate,

but require more advanced mathematical approaches for sensor allocation algorithms

which are beyond the scope of this thesis.8

3.3.2 Simple Heuristic Approaches

The infinite-horizon tracking cost integral (3.9) suggests that the sensor allocation

algorithms must deal with a tradeoff: focus on the present, or try to plan for the

future? This is an example of what is known as the exploration versus exploitation

tradeoff, which is a common theme in information acquisition problems that arise in

both sensor tracking and machine learning applications.

Heuristic approaches to the multiple vehicle tracking problem are best explained

8The first approach would be to use a higher order Kalman Filter model to more accurately
model the DVL noise and fusion with the USBL—this would require the multidimensional extension
to the scheduling approach given in [71], which has certain limitations and is computationally more
intensive than the approach we take. The second approach would be to stay with the scalar system
model, but modify the basic optimization problem given in [108] and repeated in Eqn. 4.6 such that
non-autonomous (time-varying) dynamics may be included.
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through the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff, illustrated in Fig. 3-3 The prob-

lem is to balance acquisition of information from which to make decisions (explo-

ration), with decisions that aim to best use currently known information for the

most gain in reward (exploitation). We will consider two commonly-used heuristics:

a round-robin scheme that performs maximum exploration, and a greedy algorithm

which performs maximum exploitation.

Round-robin schemes are commonly used in-practice for measurement and com-

munication between multiple agents. Since measurements are obtained for all vehicles

at equal frequencies, the round-robin method explores the state space as much as pos-

sible. Round-robin methods are well-suited to scenarios when little or no information

is known a priori, such as initialization, or when considerable dynamic uncertainty

exists. However, unless the systems to be measured are identical and operate in iden-

tical conditions, with identical priorities for measurements, a round-robin scheme is

not optimal for sensor allocation.

Greedy heuristics are a popular method for handling large, difficult problems, due

to very tractable computation. The greedy algorithm makes the locally-optimum

choice at each decision stage—in the case of multiple vehicle tracking, the algorithm

allocates a measurement to the vehicle with the highest instantaneous weighted track-

ing uncertainty: maxi(TiPi(t)). This enables use of the vehicle, sensor and noise mod-

els employed by the Kalman Filter, and which gives the potential for improvement

over the naive round-robin scheme. However, greedy algorithms are short-sighted

and may produce suboptimal or even worst-case solutions. Decision-making based on

only the instantaneous state ignores the non-myopic prediction power that is possible

when models are known. For vehicle tracking, the use of the Kalman Filter necessi-

tates use of a model already—it makes sense to utilize this information in the sensor

allocation algorithm.

3.3.3 The Curse of Dimensionality

While heuristic methods are simple, computationally tractable, and commonly used

today, it is evident that better approaches are possible. As discussed in Sec. 1.2.2, op-
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Figure 3-3: The exploration versus exploitation tradeoff. Round-robin performs max-
imum exploration, while greedy performs maximum exploitation. The index approach
(developed in Chapter 4) balances the two.

timal scheduling policies can theoretically be found through brute-force enumeration,

or through dynamic programming. These methods avoid the degenerate performance

which can occur when using myopic heuristics such as round-robin and greedy al-

gorithms. However, brute-force enumeration becomes computationally intractable in

all but the smallest problem cases. Powell describes three curses of dimensionality

commonly encountered in sequential decision-making problems [83]:

1. The state space: if the state variable has I dimensions, and can take on L

possible values, there could be up to LI different states.

2. The outcome space: if output of the system has J dimensions, with M possible

outcomes, there could be up to MJ different outcomes.

3. The action space: if the decision vector π has K dimensions, and can take N

outcomes, there might be NK different possible actions.

Of course, for continuous problems, any of these dimensions could be infinite,

requiring discretization or analytical methods (which can either complicate or simplify

the problem, depending on the situation).

Dynamic programming can effectively solve sequential decision-making problems

for certain special structures; one successful and relevant result is optimal control

theory, which can effectively solve problems with continuous state, outcome and ac-

tion spaces. However, for multiple-vehicle tracking, the curse of dimensionality still

holds due to the combination of continuous time dynamics along with combinatorial

decision-making choices: N vehicles with state estimate dynamics coupled through

the measurement constraint, with N possible choices to measure at each time step.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have described a general architecture for multiple-vehicle deploy-

ments relying on, or augmented by, a centralized global navigation system. We have

chosen to abstract the low-level vehicle dynamics and control into simple kinematic

models, which describe vehicle dynamics adequately for the purpose of tracking algo-

rithms for allocation of geo-referenced position updates from the ship-based sensor.

We described two ocean vehicle mission scenarios and developed simple vehicle mod-

els which are suitable for use with the tracking algorithms to be considered. These

models will be used in the theoretical development in Chapter 4 as well as the compu-

tational experiments of Chapter 5. The use of Kalman Filters allows for decoupling

between vehicle tracking and vehicle control, and provides a natural framework for

implementing tracking algorithms. We have formulated the Kalman Filter multiple-

vehicle tracking problem and explained simple heuristic approaches. The curse of

dimensionality was introduced as a major challenge for non-myopic sensor alloca-

tion methods, which motivates the discussion of bandit-based sensor management

algorithms to come in the Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Bandit Approaches to Sensor

Management

We discuss the theoretical basics of a problem structure well-suited to constrained

sensor management, known as the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem. The general

formulation of the MAB problem is outlined, a simple one-dimensional ‘single-armed’

bandit example is given to give intuition, and a canonical example of the MAB is

discussed briefly. We outline the solution method for the Gittins Index policy for

the MAB problem, as well as introduce the extension to the MAB known as Restless

Multi-Armed Bandits, which fits the dynamic nature of the vehicle tracking problem.

We give a specific Restless Bandit example, which is suitable for use with the Kalman

Filter tracking problem outlined in Chapter 3. Finally, we present the vehicle tracking

solution given in [71] using Restless Bandit Kalman Filters (RBKF) for optimal sensor

scheduling, which is the basis of the computational experiments given in Chapter 5.

4.1 Multi-Armed Bandits

The Multi-Armed Bandit problem is named after a slot machine analogy, where each

slot machine is termed a ‘single-armed bandit,’ and the problem is to choose a slot ma-

chine from a number of choices to play at a given time in order to maximize long-term

winnings. The problem falls into the general framework of stochastic scheduling [78]
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and considers situations where the goal is obtain a large cumulative reward as a re-

sult of sequential decisions between a number of choices. Making a choice results in

a stochastic reward as the output, which is modeled as a probability distribution.

Each time a choice is made (this is referred to as playing the bandit, which results

in one of the bandits becoming active), a reward is observed, and these observations

form the basis for the knowledge state, which is the decision-maker’s estimate of the

reward distribution of each bandit. The decision-maker learns about the effect of the

choices, and uses this model as the basis for making future decisions. However, the

problem is how to best balance improving the model (exploring decisions in order to

observe the outcomes and improve the distribution estimate), versus gaining rewards

(making choices that the current model estimate predicts will give good outcomes

— exploiting current knowledge). This problem is fundamental to many situations

that arise in real life, such as the gambling example, finance (choosing stocks to re-

search), experiment design (in clinical trials, which treatment to give to which patient

to maximize fairness of treatment to all participants in the trial), and information

acquisition in machine learning problems. For the vehicle tracking problem (discussed

in more detail in subsequent sections), ‘playing the bandit’ can be interpreted as tak-

ing a measurement of a specific vehicle. The ‘reward’ in the bandit framework is the

reduction in covariance (uncertainty) due to the measurement of the vehicle.

The MAB problem falls under the general framework of Partially Observable

Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs). In general, POMDPs are intractable to solve

optimally in all but the smallest dimension problem instances. However, the specific

structure of the MAB problem allows for a tractable solution method, which is a

priority index policy. By solving for a priority index that represents the intrinsic

value of playing each bandit, a hierarchical ranking can be made which makes the

decision very easy – play the bandit with the highest index. The attractive feature

of this priority index policy is its computational tractability. The index is computed

independently for each bandit, reducing a large dimension problem into a number of

easily computed low dimension problems, thus addressing the curse of dimensionality

for the MAB class of problems.
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Figure 4-1: The Single Armed Bandit (SAB), or optimal stopping time problem. Ter-
minating market research too early results in suboptimal long-term pricing (company
was too cheap), while continuing market research for too long is a waste of money—a
case of diminishing returns in terms of improvement offered by market research. The
optimal stopping time maximizes the infinite-horizon discounted reward.

Single-Armed Bandit Example To gain intuition about the tradeoffs involved in

the MAB problem, we’ll consider an example of a single-armed bandit problem: the

optimal stopping time for market research when determining a price for a product.

As a highly idealized example, imagine a company is trying to decide the best price

for its product to maximize revenue. It can conduct market research, but at some

cost. While conducting this research the company is still selling the product at its

best estimate of the optimal price. The goal is to maximize revenue over time. In

this simplified scenario, an optimal policy exists: perform all the market research in

some initial exploration period, then set the price, as shown in Fig. 4-1. The logic

for this optimal policy is as follows: if market research is performed after the initial

period, the product will be selling at a suboptimal cost in the in-between period, while

still incurring the same total cost of market research. The fundamental question is

how long to make the initial exploration period before switching to exploitation: the

optimal stopping time t∗stop, as shown in Fig. 4-1. If tstop is too short, then the company

is ‘too cheap’ — money spent on more market research would result in a better price

that would result in more profits over time. If tstop is too long, then money is being

wasted on market research that is excessive — the extra research will do little to

improve the optimal price. This illustrates the diminishing returns property inherent

to the bandit structure.

Multi-Armed Bandit Example Now we will make a further generalization of the

above stopping problem, wherein the decision is which one of a number of measure-
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ments to make, and when. The simplest way to understand this type of a problem,

known as a Multi-Armed Bandit problem, is through a gambling analogy, illustrated

in Fig. 4-2. Consider a set of K slot machines at a casino (each known as a ‘sin-

gle armed bandit’), each with a fixed but unknown distribution of winnings. The

problem for a gambler is to decide which slot machine to play at a given time in

order to maximize the long-term cumulative winnings.1 For convergence arguments

in the development of the theory, accumulated winnings are discounted over time by

a constant factor β ∈ [0, 1], often > 0.90. The information at the gambler’s disposal

is the results of playing the bandit—by choosing to play a given slot machine and

observing the winnings, the distribution of the slot machine’s winnings can be in-

ferred over numerous plays. For normally distributed rewards, the knowledge state

at time n, Sn, of the gambler includes, for each bandit i, estimates of the mean re-

ward and standard deviation of the rewards, and the number of times it has been

played: Sn = (θ
n

i , σ
2,n
i , Nn

i ). We see that there is a difficult decision to be made

here: the gambler can choose to play slot machines that appear to have a favorable

distribution based on the information known (exploitation), or he can choose to play

a different slot machine from which little information has been gathered in order to

learn whether this slot machine may be a better candidate (exploration).

4.1.1 Multi-Armed Bandit Theory: Gittins Index

The MAB problem appears to be prohibitively large: N agents, each with a number

of discrete or continuous states, and N possible choices of which bandit to play.

However, it has been shown by Gittins and Jones in their 1974 paper [54] that this

problem can be greatly reduced in dimension by using an index policy. One index

can be computed for each bandit, using information only about that bandit. The

optimal solution is to compute this index, now known as the Gittins index, for each

1We note that this problem formulation is a limited real-world analogy for illustrative purposes—
the distributions must be favored towards the player. This is not the case in casino gambling, where
all of the slot machine distributions are favored towards the house. In that case, the optimal choice
for long-term expected rewards is to not play at all! However, the ‘adversarial multi-armed bandit
problem’ does have applications, and is considered in [14]
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Figure 4-2: Cartoon illustrating the Multi-Armed Bandit problem with slot machines
(‘single-armed bandits’). A decision-maker must sequentially choose one machine
to play out of multiple options. Each slot machine has a different distribution of
winnings, which is unknown by the decision maker. The decision-maker can estimate
the distributions by observing results from playing a given machine, and can use those
estimations to inform future choices.

bandit at each time step, and then play the bandit with the highest index. Thus, the

N -dimensional problem can be turned into a series of N one-dimensional problems,

greatly improving computational tractability. In order to be eligible for a Gittins

index solution, a stochastic decision-making or control problem must exhibit the

following properties [100]:

1. Only one project is played (active) at each time step (decision epoch)

2. Idle (inactive) projects are frozen - the knowledge state remains the same unless

the bandit is played

3. Idle/frozen projects contribute no reward

Computation of the Gittins index for each bandit considers comparison of retirement

with a fixed reward with the expected future rewards, based on current knowledge

of the state. The Gittins index is the value of this fixed reward that makes the

controller indifferent to choosing to stop with fixed reward or to continue by playing
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the bandit. The Gittins index for a single armed bandit can also be thought of as an

optimal stopping time problem with two arms - the bandit and another arm which

has fixed rewards. The optimal time to switch from the bandit to the arm with

the fixed rewards is the optimal stopping time, and the fixed reward that makes the

current time the optimal stopping time is another interpretation of the Gittins index.

The computation of the Gittins index is difficult and involves solving an optimality

recursion, with the value at step n described implicitly as

Vn = max

[

ρ

1− β
, E
{

θ̄n(x̄n)|x̄n
}

+ βE {Vn+1|x̄n}
]

(4.1)

where β is a discount, x̄n is the estimate of the current state, θn(x̄n) is the immediate

reward at step n and ρ is a hypothetical fixed reward. The Gittins Index, v, is the

value of ρ that makes the two terms in the max argument equal, satisfying

v

1− β
= E

{

θ̄n(x̄n)|x̄n
}

+ βE {Vn+1|x̄n} (4.2)

Solution of (4.1) or equivalently (4.2) for the Gittins Index is possible using value

iteration [62] or other methods [93, 100].

4.1.2 Standard Normal Gittins Index

For the case of normally distributed rewards, the computation is simplified. In a sim-

ilar manner as the standard normal random variable allows computation of quantities

related to any Gaussian distribution, we can compute a ‘standard normal Gittins in-

dex’ [83]. This index only depends on the number of observations/measurements/plays

that the bandit in question has received at time step n, and whether the variance of

the bandit is known or unknown. Thus, the Gittins index v can easily be computed

as:

v(θ
n

i , σ
n,2
i , Nn

i ) = θ
n

i + σn
i Γ(N

n
i ) (4.3)

where θ
n

i and σn,2
i are the estimates of the mean and variance of project i and time

n, Nn
i is the number of times project i has been sampled at time n, and Γ(n) =
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Figure 4-3: Contour plot of the known variance Gittins Indices as a function of mean
and number of observations. Larger values of the Gittins index are towards the bottom
right of the plot. The two simple examples given in the text for two-bandit projects
are shown on the plot. The higher priority for sites with low number of measurements
at a given mean illustrates the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff.

v(0, 1, n)—the standard normal Gittins index for n observations with zero mean and

unit variance. Page 338 of [83] includes a table of the standard normal Gittins indices

as a function of the number of observations for discount factors of 0.95 and 0.99, and

the known and unknown variance cases. A contour plot of the Gittins Indices for

a known variance of 10 is shown in Fig. 4-3. We can see that sites with a high

mean and a low number of observations have the highest value; that is, they are

the sites have the highest priority for being sampled. Due to the exploration versus

exploitation tradeoff balanced by the Gittins Index, it can be more advantageous in

the long-term to sample sites that have a slightly lower mean, but have been visited

a low number of times. For example, if we have a two-bandit project at time n = 8

with mean estimates θ̄81 = 20 and θ̄82 = 30, a constant variance of σ2 = 10, and

have taken 3 measurements of project 1 (N8
1 = 3) and 5 measurements of project

2 (N8
2 = 5), our indices will be v81 = 20 +

√
10Γ(3) = 20 + 0.8061

√
10 = 22.55,

and v82 = 30 +
√
10Γ(5) = 30 + 0.5747

√
10 = 31.82. Thus, project 2 has a higher

Gittins Index and we would choose to play that project next. After taking the next

measurement of project 2, we would update our estimate of project 2’s mean (project
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1’s mean will stay the same), plug that into the Gittins Index formula with N9
2 = 6

and N9
1 = 3, and again see which project has a higher index. A different two-bandit

project with n = 11, mean estimates θ̄111 = 10 and θ̄112 = 7, a constant variance of

10, and 8 measurements of project 1 and 3 measurements of project 2 yields Gittins

indices of v111 = 14.14 and v112 = 15.06. We would choose to measure project 2, which

may be counterintuitive since it has a lower mean. However, as the contour plot

shows, the long-term expected reward is better if the exploratory choice is made at

this stage.

4.2 Restless Bandits

One of the more restrictive assumptions of the MAB problem is the frozen state

assumption. In reality, many systems have dynamics that evolve regardless of whether

a decision is made or not. For systems with quantifiable dynamics for both the active

and inactive phases, there is an extension of the MAB problem known as the Restless

Bandit (RB) problem, proposed by Whittle in 1988 [108].

The formulation considers projects i = 1 . . . n, with state variables xi, and two

distinct Markov transition operators for active, and passive phases: Pi1 and Pi2. The

immediate rewards realized in the active and passive phases are gi1 and gi2. The

projects are observed by m < n sensors.

Define the long-term reward from project i as ri. The problem is

maximize
π

E(
∑

i

ri)

subject to
∑

i

πi = n−m

where πi is an indicator variable for the policy: πi = 1 if i is active, πi = 0 if i is

passive. This formulation uses the constraint m(t) = m. Whittle’s solution method

is to first relax the activity constraint to an average activity constraint:

E[m(t)] = m (4.4)
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so that the constraint can be adjoined to the Lagrangian. This relaxation technique

is commonly used throughout constrained optimization. Using the average activity

constraint, the problem becomes

maximize
π

E(
∑

i

ri + v
∑

i

πi) (4.5)

which is an unconstrained problem (since the adjoined relaxed constraint is included

in the cost function). As with standard dynamic programming problems [20], the

value of being in a given state must be fixed to some reference, so a function fi is

defined which represents the differential reward caused by transient effects of starting

in state xi rather than an equilibrium state. Define γi as the average reward over

time for project i operated without constraint. This value is obtained via

γi + fi = max[gi1(xi) + (Pi1fi)(xi), v + gi2(xi) + (Pi2fi)(xi)] (4.6)

where fi = fi(xi, v). The dual function yields the maximum average reward R(m)

under the relaxed constraint:

R(m) = inf
v
[
∑

i

γi(v)− v(n−m)] (4.7)

which is concave. As with the Gittins index solution, the index v is obtained by

setting vi(xi) so that the controller is indifferent to being active or not:

gi1(xi) + (Pi1fi)(xi) = vi + gi2(xi) + (Pi2fi)(xi) (4.8)

The interpretation of vi is similar to that of the Gittins index: vi is a subsidy for

passivity (or measurement tax, depending on the convention chosen). The Whittle

formulation suggests an alternative interpretation that connects with constrained op-

timization: vi corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint

on average activity.

Here, Whittle introduces the important concept of indexability for Restless Bandit
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problems. Simply put, the index v must induce consistent orderings. In other words,

a project that is rested with index v will also be rested with index v′ > v. Indexa-

bility is related to submodularity, briefly mentioned in Sec. 1.2.2, which is the notion

of diminishing returns, similar to convexity for set functions. Indexability requires

monotonic increases in the set of passive actions as the measurement tax (index)

increases.

Formally, call Di(v) the set of values of xi for which project i is rested. A project

is indexable if Di(v) increases in size monotonically from ∅ to Xi as v increases from

−∞ to +∞, and Xi is the full state space of xi. An important result is that projects

are always indexable if there are no dynamics in the passive mode, i.e. P2i = I (the

standard MAB/Gittins case). Projects are not always indexable otherwise—this is

why indexability is not encountered in a study of Gittins literature.

Whittle suggests a suboptimal but natural index scheduling policy: choose exactly

m projects with the highest vi to activate. This enforces the rigid constraint. The

relationship between average rewards is as follows

Rind(m) ≤ Ropt(m) ≤ R(m) (4.9)

where Rind(m) is the average reward under the index policy used, Ropt(m) is the

optimal average reward bound for the exact m(t) = m constraint, and Rind(m) is the

optimal average reward for the relaxed problem (under which the indices are derived)

with the constraint E[m(t)] = m. When inactive projects are static, the Whittle

index reduces to the Gittins index as expected, and the resulting policy is optimal.

For vehicle tracking, such as the VGR system, this framework is much more

accurate than the MAB, as the vehicle continues to move with its open-loop dynamics

whether a measurement is taken or not. The projects or systems to be scheduled are

the vehicles, and activation of a project corresponds to taking a measurement of that

vehicle.
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4.2.1 One Dimensional Deterministic Whittle Index

Whittle gives a concrete example of the derivation of indices for the one dimensional

deterministic system case. As described in Sec. 3.3, despite the fact that the vehicle

tracking problem is stochastic, the use of the Kalman Filter turns the determination

of the scheduling policy into a deterministic optimization problem. Here, we out-

line Whittle’s formulation and solution of the general one dimensional deterministic

problem. Consider first order continuous time systems, described by

ẋ = ak(x) (4.10)

where x is a vector of system states, and ak is a set of two vectors describing the

dynamics of the systems, with k = 1, 2 describing the active and passive phases,

respectively. For each system, we aim to solve

γ + f = max[g1(x) + (P1f)(x), v + g2(x) + (P2f)(x)] (4.11)

which is (4.6) from Chapter 3, repeated here with the system subscripts i removed

for clarity. For this example, the Markov transition operator P is a time derivative.

Thus, (Pkf)(x) = ( d
dt
(f)). Since d

dt
(x) = ak, we obtain (Pkf)(x) =

∂f

∂x
ak, and (4.11)

becomes

γ = max

[

g1 +
∂f

∂x
a1, v + g2 +

∂f

∂x
a2

]

(4.12)

From this equation we can deduce expressions for ∂f

∂x
by setting γ equal to the

RHS when k = 1 or k = 2.

∂f

∂x
=







γ−g1
a1

if active, k = 1

γ−g2−v

a2
if passive, k = 2

(4.13)

Whittle notes that this quantity, ∂f

∂x
, and its derivative with respect to x, ∂2f

∂x2 , must

be continuous on some arbitrary decision boundary (threshold value of x). This gives

a system of two equations, from which we can eliminate γ and obtain a relation for
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v(x) as a function of ak(x) and gk(x):

γ − g1
a1

=
γ − g2 − v

a2
⇒ γ =

g1a2 − a1g2 − a1v

a2 − a1
(4.14)

a1
∂
∂x
(γ − g1)− ∂a1

∂x
(γ − g1)

a21
=
a2

∂
∂x
(γ − g2 − v)− ∂a2

∂x
(γ − g2 − v)

a22
(4.15)

Some algebra gives the solution for the Whittle index for one-dimensional determin-

istic projects, assuming the indexability requirement is met.

v(x) = g1 − g2 +
(a2 − a1)(a2g

′
1 − a1g

′
2)

a2a′1 − a1a′2
(4.16)

The quantities on the right hand side of the equation are evaluated at x, and primes

denote differentiation with respect to x.

4.2.2 Restless Bandits with Kalman Filters

The MAB example in Sec. 4.1.1 using the standard normal Gittins index requires

knowledge of the mean and variance of the observed rewards. This can be done using

simple equations for the recursive updates of the mean and variance. For the tracking

of stochastic dynamical systems, this invites a clear connection to the Kalman Filter,

which is an optimal state estimator for linear time-invariant systems under Gaussian

noise assumptions, and is well-suited for real-time recursive implementation. For

vehicle tracking, the information state is the tracking error covariance, P . Following

the conditional Ricatti equation, (3.8), the error covariance of the vehicles being

tracked evolves with two distinct dynamics: one when active (measurement taken),

and one when passive.2 This fits the description of Restless Bandit projects in Sec.

4.2. The Whittle index v defines an intrinsic value for measurement of a given system,

which takes into account immediate and future gains. This computation is performed

2We note that the conditional Ricatti equation with πi = 0 is technically no longer a Ricatti
equation—it becomes a Lyapunov equation
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independently for each vehicle, and then the controller simply selects the vehicle with

the highest index (or in the case of multiple sensors, the vehicles with the M highest

indices) for the next measurement(s). We can plug in the corresponding dynamics

and rewards from the scalar system Kalman Filter into Whittle’s one dimensional

project index result. The active and passive dynamics (a1 and a2, respectively), as

well as the active and passive rewards (g1 and g2, respectively) are given by

a1 = 2AP +W − C2

V
P 2

a2 = 2AP +W

g1 = −TP − κ

g2 = −TP

where A describes continuous system dynamics, C is the measurement model, W is

the process noise covariance, V is the sensor noise covariance, T is a priority weight

on the error covariance, and κ is the measurement cost. Plugging these values into

(4.16) we obtain the Whittle index v as a function of the covariance P :

v(P ) = −κ +

(

C2

V

)

TP 3

2 (AP +W )
(4.17)

Looking at the Whittle formula, we can see that the denominator can equal zero for

certain values of P when A < 0 (a stable system). Intuitively, this brings up an

important point. When A ≥ 0, the covariance grows without bound when no mea-

surements are received. However, when A < 0, the covariance reaches a steady-state

value even in the absence of measurements. This suggests that special consideration

must be given to the derivation of indices based on the conditional Ricatti equation.

4.3 Scheduling Kalman Filters

Following on the theory of Whittle, multiple vehicle tracking using Kalman Filters

is formally studied by Le Ny, Feron and Dahleh in [71], by posing sensor scheduling
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for multiple targets as an optimal control problem. For scalar systems (such as the

vehicle outer loop tracking kinematic model given in the previous chapter), they give

an analytic solution for an index policy which is a specific form of the Whittle Index.

To differentiate the Scheduling Kalman Filter index from the generic Whittle index,

we will refer to the index as derived by Le Ny et al. as λ. Le Ny et al. use the same

basic approach as Whittle, however give more thorough treatment for all cases of

system dynamics and covariance regions. In Appendix A we give a detailed outline

of their solution method, as well as show some extended explanations of certain key

concepts. Here, we describe the main adjustments made to Whittle’s solution and

present the closed-form analytic solution.

Le Ny et al. first observe that the covariance evolves in fundamentally different

ways depending on whether the system is stable and the value of the covariance

relative to steady-state values of the Ricatti equation, which has two roots, x1 and x2

x1,2 =
A±

√

A2 + C2W/V

C2/V
(4.18)

We assume thatW 6= 0 (this can be enforced mathematically if necessary by adding a

small amount toW ; physically this is justified by the fact that process noise is inherent

in real-world systems), so x1 is strictly negative and x2 is strictly positive. Thus

we can take x2 as the steady-state covariance when the vehicle is always measured.

Additionally, if we consider the passive (no measurement) case, we set π = 0 and

(3.8) becomes the Lyapunov equation 2AP +W = 0. For stable systems (A < 0) this

equation has a strictly positive solution, xe = −W
2A
. This represents the steady-state

covariance when no measurements are taken. Note that marginally stable or unstable

systems (A ≥ 0) have no steady state covariance. The active and passive steady state

covariance values for a stable system are thus

π = 1: P active
ss = x2

π = 0: P passive
ss = xe
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Define three different covariance regions which will be used in the solution

Region 1: 0 < P < x2

Region 2: x2 < P < xe

Region 3: P > xe

For a marginally stable system (The scalar kinematic vehicle drift model A = 0,

corresponding to a random walk, potentially with control), note that there is no

steady-state covariance in the passive mode—we consider xe → ∞ as A→ 0−, so the

covariance remains in region 1 or 2.

The solution method for the nontrivial cases (T 6= 0 and C 6= 0) first assumes an

optimal form for the policy, which takes advantage of the special structure of Restless

Bandit problems. Following the discussion of indexability, and the concept behind

the single-armed bandit example given in Sec. 4.1, the form of the optimal policy

is a threshold policy. For some threshold covariance value Pth, the policy observes

the system when P ≥ Pth and does not observe for P < Pth. The approach is to

determine the value of the average cost γ(λ) and the threshold Pth(λ). In a sense, we

solve for the index λ in the opposite way from the way we use it in the policy—we

assume a fixed threshold covariance and find the value of λ that satisfies the optimality

equation. Since the system is indexable if and only if Pth(λ) is an increasing function

of λ, we can invert this relation to give the index λ(P ); note that this index is now a

function of the actual covariance P of the vehicle at that instant, which is given by

the Kalman Filter. Based on the covariance regions described above (in relation to

the steady-state values, which are functions of the system model), we must consider

three cases for the location of this hypothetical threshold covariance Pth(λ). We can

solve for the index λ in each region separately, and combine these solutions to define

λ as a piecewise linear function of P .

For the edge cases (regions 1 and 3), the solution method is natural. In these

cases, the threshold is either in an active region (region 1), or passive region (region

2), since the threshold covariance is below the active steady-state (region 1), or above
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the passive steady-state (region 2). Thus, after a potential transient period, in these

regions the covariance will converge in finite time to the neighborhood of the steady-

state covariance of the given region, allowing for direct solution of the index λ. These

situations are not considered by the basic Whittle solution, and thus allow proper

formulation of the index for stable systems, as well as transient scenarios.

In region 2, the hypothetical threshold covariance Pth is in between the steady-

state covariance values x2 and xe. Thus, there is no explicit relation to provide the

value of the average cost. Here, Le Ny et al. use the same formulation as given by

Whittle, with the justification that plugging in the index formula indeed satisfies the

governing optimality equation.

4.3.1 Scalar Systems: Closed-Form Solution

Here we present the closed-form analytic solution from [71], given in (4.20), and shown

graphically for two example systems (one stable and one marginally stable) in Fig.

4-5.

• Case Ci = 0 or Ti = 0:

λi(Pi) = −κi, ∀Pi ∈ R+ (4.19)

• Case Ci 6= 0 and Ti 6= 0:

λi(Pi) =



















−κi + TiP
2

i

Pi−x1,i
if Pi ≤ x2,i

−κi + C2

i TiP
3

i

2Vi(AiPi+Wi)
if x2,i < Pi < xe,i

−κi + TiC
2

i P
2

i

2|Ai|Vi
if xe,i < Pi

(4.20)

where x1, x2 and xe are given by

x1,2 =
A±

√

A2 + C2W/V

C2/V

xe =







−W
2A

if A < 0

∞ if A ≥ 0
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Figure 4-4: Plot of the Whittle index λ(P ) for two example systems. The index is a
piecewise-linear increasing polynomial in P , which verifies indexability. make better
matlab versions of this?

4.3.2 Implementation of Index Policy

The closed-form index solution allows for efficient real-time implementation of the

scheduling policy. As described in Chapter 3, a Kalman Filter is run onboard the

decision-maker to estimate the states and tracking uncertainties of the entire fleet

of vehicles. The tracking error covariance Pi for each vehicle can simply be plugged

into the closed-form index equations along with the model parameters Ai, Ci, Wi,

Vi, Ti and κi for that vehicle. The vehicle (or M vehicles) with the largest index

λ is chosen for a measurement at the next time step. A flowchart illustrating the

real-time process for multiple-vehicle tracking using the index policy is shown in Fig.

4-4. We will refer to this policy as the Restless Bandit Kalman Filter (RBKF) index

algorithm.

We note that in practice, the covariance predominately remains in region 2—most

of the time the index is given by Whittle’s original solution. Region 1 is a transient

region, and is thus rarely encountered in steady-state operation. Region 3 is rarely

to be visited since a stable system is unlikely to have a covariance greater than the

steady-state covariance when no measurements are taken—this would need to be the

result of a large initial covariance, or changing of model parameters. However, this
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Figure 4-5: Flowchart illustrating implementation of the Scheduling Kalman Filters
index algorithm for multiple vehicle tracking.

does illustrate a benefit of the closed-form analytical solution: if model parameters

change (for example, due to changes in operation governed by the mission), the new

parameters can simply be plugged into the index equations. While this is suboptimal

in general, the resulting policy will be optimal going forward under the assumption

of infinite-horizon LTI tracking using the new parameters. This approach to varying

model parameters is implemented in Sec. 5.2.3.

4.4 Summary

We have given a theoretical tutorial on the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) problem,

as well as the Restless Bandit problem, an extension to systems with both active

and passive dynamics. The approach of Whittle [108] for deriving Restless Bandit

priority index policies has been described and applied to multiple vehicle tracking

using Kalman filters. We have discussed the more complete treatment of Whittle’s

formulation for Kalman filter sensor scheduling by Le Ny et al. in [71], and presented

the closed-form analytical solution given for scalar LTI systems. This Restless Bandit

Kalman Filter (RBKF) algorithm will be investigated in Chapter 5 and compared to

commonly-used heuristics for representative multiple-vehicle tracking problems in the

ocean. Notably, the RBKF algorithm is computationally tractable and adds only a

small increase in computational expense compared to the heuristic methods.
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Chapter 5

Computational Experiments

We now use the sensor scheduling algorithms discussed in Chapter 4 in computational

experiments. While the MAB and Restless Bandit problems have received consider-

able theoretical attention in literature, very few experimental results exist, even in

simulation. We investigate the performance of the Restless Bandit Kalman Filters

(RBKF) scheduling algorithm from Le Ny et al. [71] in simulated mission scenarios of

heterogeneous fleets of LTI vehicles as well as the subsea equipment delivery exam-

ple with depth-varying parameters. For the LTI case, we consider a generic scenario

of varying process and measurement noise parameters, as well as two scenarios that

model fleets with mixtures of vehicles with and without dead-reckoning capabilities

(DVL and compass). In these cases, the index algorithm consistently outperforms

the heuristic methods, and does well even in cases where the greedy heuristic shows

degenerate performance compared to the round-robin (RR) baseline. For the subsea

equipment delivery case, we show how the RBKF index equations can be used in a

suboptimal quasi-static manner to handle depth-varying parameters. In all of these

examples, performance is affected by mission length, illustrating the influence of the

horizon length on the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff.
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5.1 Heterogeneous Vehicles, Linear Time-Invariant

Parameters

Le Ny et al. give one small computational result comparing the RBKF and greedy

heuristic algorithms for a two vehicle system; we have investigated the performance of

the RBKF index algorithm with larger fleet sizes and different combinations of varying

parameters throughout the fleet. The cases considered in this section all include

heterogeneous fleets of vehicles with LTI parameters—this fits the exact assumptions

and framework used in the derivation of the RBKF index policy, and we use the index

solution exactly as given in [71].

A couple implementation details about the simulations are worth noting. We

simulate in discrete-time, using a time step of one second. This matches the 1 Hz

update rate of the USBL, and since we are using scalar kinematic models, vehicle

dynamics will be accurately represented at the simulation time steps. This brings up

an important practical issue when implementing the RBKF index policy. The index

solution is formulated in continuous-time; however sensor observations and the policy

π are inherently discrete. We use the discrete-time Kalman Filter to update the error

covariance Pi(t) using discretized system models, and every time step we evaluate

the RBKF index using the continuous time model parameters. An examination of

the evolution of the RBKF indices occasionally reveals some large spikes; these are

artifacts of the discretization. However, since measurements and decisions physically

occur at discrete intervals, this behavior is both expected and accurate (similar to the

effects of a zero order hold when using discrete-time controllers). Additionally, we

must scale the discrete time process noise covariance to match the continuous time

spectral density W which is used by the RBKF index equations.

We now give results from three example scenarios comparing the performance

of the RBKF index and greedy heuristic versus the RR baseline. Performance is

evaluated based on the average cost (weighted covariance) per vehicle, averaged over
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the entire mission:

γ =
1

Tf

Tf
∑

1

(

1

N

N
∑

i

TiPi(t)

)

(5.1)

where Tf is the mission time, in integer seconds. This cost is a modification of the

cost function (3.6) in the original problem formulation; it is modified for use with

finite length missions and normalized by the number of vehicles—this allows for more

intuitive comparisons between different fleet sizes. We note here that by convention

these costs are expressed in units of variance, [m2], as opposed to RMS values. For

the results given in this thesis, we set all measurement costs to zero, because we

assume the ship has unlimited power available (and the small pingers onboard the

vehicles have negligible effect on vehicle battery life) and the USBL will be working

to maximum capacity at all times. In the heterogeneous vehicle scenarios, we weight

tracking of each vehicle equally, Ti = 1, ∀i. For each scenario we give plots of the

average cost of each algorithm as a function of fleet size, evaluated for fleets of size

N = [2, 10, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 300]. Additionally, we show the % improvement

in cost of the RBKF index and greedy heuristic algorithms over the RR baseline.

Mission length is an important parameter in these simulations. For evaluating the

performance of the RBKF index in scenarios for which it is intended, long missions are

required (to attempt to match the infinite-horizon assumption). The mission length

that qualifies as ‘infinite-horizon’ can be considered a mission length for which longer

missions have negligible change on the average cost per vehicle—the transients have

a sufficiently small effect on the result. The effect of transients on mission length

is heavily dependent on fleet size, as the length of the transient period grows in

proportion to fleet size. For simulation purposes, we have empirically determined that

a mission length of 10,000 seconds (10,000 total measurements from the USBL) gives

good insight into the infinite-horizon performance of the algorithms (the upcoming

results will show that for the largest fleets the transients still have an effect, however

basic intuition can be gained, and for the purposes of this study the computational

time required to run longer simulations was not justified). For the mixed DVL fleet

examples, we also give results for a much shorter mission time (1,000 seconds) in order
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to show the effects of breaking the infinite-horizon assumption. In real operations,

mission times vary, so it is important to understand the performance of scheduling

algorithms used (suboptimally) in finite-horizon situations.

5.1.1 Case 1: Vehicles with Varying Sensor and Process Noise

In order to compare the algorithm performance when vehicles in the fleet have large

differences in parameters, we first consider a hypothetical example where process

noise and measurement noise increase across the fleet. For vehicles i = 1 . . . N , the

process noise is set as W = logspace(−2, 1, N) and the measurement noise is set as

V = logspace(−1, 2, N). For example, vehicle 1 in each fleet has W = 0.01 and

V = 0.1, while vehicle N in each fleet has W = 10 and V = 100. The mission time

is Tf = 10, 000 sec.

Results are shown in Fig. 5-1. The upper plot shows the average cost integral (5.1)

(tracking performance) plotted for the three algorithms as a function of fleet size.

The bottom plot shows the % improvement over RR for greedy and index algorithms.

From the top plot, we see that the average cost per vehicle in general increases as

fleet size grows, due to sharing a single sensor among a larger number of vehicles. As

expected, the average cost per vehicle when using the RR algorithm increases roughly

linearly with fleet size. From the bottom plot, we see that the greedy algorithm is

worse than RR for low fleet sizes, and slightly better than RR for large fleet sizes. The

index algorithm consistently improves over the RR baseline by roughly 40%, largely

independent of fleet size. While we note that large fleet sizes are investigated in order

to understand the workings of the algorithm for (near) asymptotically-large deploy-

ments, measurable improvement is seen for small, physically-realizable fleet sizes as

well. This example demonstrates that in scenarios with greatly varying noise param-

eters throughout the fleet, the RBKF index algorithm can give large performance

benefits, and the greedy algorithm does not necessarily improve over RR.
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Figure 5-1: Results from heterogeneous vehicle LTI experiments. Case 1: Process
noise W and measurement noise V increase logarithmically across the fleet, mission
time Tf = 10, 000 seconds. The upper plot shows the average cost (5.1) plotted
for the three algorithms as a function of fleet size. The bottom plot shows the %
improvement over RR for greedy and index algorithms. The index algorithm shows
measureable improvement at all fleet sizes.

5.1.2 Case 2: Fleet of Vehicles With and Without Dead-

Reckoning, Constant Measurement Noise

We consider missions where some vehicles have a DVL and compass and are in range

of bottom-lock, while other vehicles do not perform any dead-reckoning. As a simple

example, we will consider half the fleet with DVL and half the fleet without. Following

on the discussion of simple models in Sec. 3.3.1, we represent the vehicles with DVL

through much lower process noise (as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1, the time-dependent

random walk nature of dead-reckoning drift is not accurately modeled here). We
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model the vehicles which are dead-reckoning with process noise varying from W =

0.001 to W = 0.1 in order to roughly approximate vehicles which have been dead-

reckoning for various amounts of time, or are operating at different depths or mission

scenarios which may affect the dead-reckoning drift rate. The vehicles not performing

dead-reckoning have a process noise of W = 2. In this first scenario, we assume use

of a good XY position sensor, with measurement noise V = 1. This could be a high

quality USBL tracking vehicles in close range (for example, 0.3 degree error at 200

meter range).

We give performance results of average cost per vehicle as well as % improvement

over RR as a function of fleet size for three mission lengths. A short mission of Tf =

1, 000 sec is shown in Fig. 5-2, a moderate length mission of Tf = 3600 sec is shown in

Fig. 5-3, and a long mission of Tf = 10, 000 sec is shown in Fig. 5-4. The performance

of the algorithms for different fleet sizes and mission lengths illustrates the exploration

versus exploitation tradeoff and the differences between greedy and index methods. In

general, index and greedy improve over RR, and index improves the most (better than

greedy). However, performance depends on the ratio between fleet size and mission

length. In Fig. 5-2, we see that the RBKF index achieves improvements of roughly

30% to 40% over RR for fleets larger than 2 vehicles. Here, the index algorithm

again shows measureable performance improvements for fleets of 10 vehicles, which is

a practically-realizable deployment today, or at least in the near future. The greedy

heuristic improves over RR for small fleets, but does not perform as well as the RBKF

index. However, for large fleets, the performance of the greedy heuristic matches

that of the RBKF index algorithm. For short missions, the exploration portion of

the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff is not very important—when a relatively

small number of decisions are to be made, exploitation often gives the best outcome.

In terms of the ratio of number of decisions to be made versus number of choices for

those decisions, larger fleet sizes represent the shortest relative horizon for a given

mission time. We see that for the shortest horizons, the RBKF index essentially

performs the greedy action, choosing to perform exploitation. These methods show

great improvement over RR, which is performing maximum exploration. In Fig. 5-
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3, the effect of increasing performance for the greedy algorithm at large fleet sizes

is still noticeable, but is not as pronounced. In Fig. 5-4, infinite-horizon behavior

exists for nearly all fleet sizes, and the result is nearly constant performance relative

to RR for the index and greedy algorithms as fleet sizes grow. The RBKF index

shows large improvements over both RR and the greedy algorithm. Notably, while

the greedy algorithm’s pure exploitation strategy results in performance that varies

greatly depending on fleet size and mission time, the RBKF index algorithm shows

relatively constant performance benefits over the RR baseline, demonstrating the

ability to effectively find the optimal balance between exploration and exploitation.

For some intuition about why the performance varies, a closer look at the N = 10

and Tf = 10, 000 seconds case is shown in Fig. 5-5. The left column shows the

measurement distribution—the percentage of total measurements given to each of

the 10 vehicles by the scheduling policy. The right column shows the corresponding

contribution to the total cost of each vehicle, as a result of the scheduling policy.

The rows correspond to the RR, greedy heuristic and RBKF index algorithms. The

measurement distributions show the large difference between the RR baseline and the

two Kalman filter-based approaches: Vehicles i = 6 . . . 10 are given equal numbers

of measurements because they have the same parameters (W = 2), while vehicles

i = 1 . . . 5 are given slightly different numbers of measurements due to different process

noise parameters. While the measurement distributions from the greedy heuristic

and RBKF index policies do not look drastically different, the subtle differences in

policy result in large differences in the cost contributions of the vehicles. The greedy

heuristic essentially attempts to equalize the cost contribution of all vehicles, shown

by the relatively flat distribution. The RBKF index cost distribution is in between

that of greedy and RR, which results in a lower total cost.
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Figure 5-2: Case 2: heterogeneous vehicles with varying process noise and low con-
stant measurement noise, mission time Tf = 1, 000 seconds. The index algorithm
achieves large gains over RR for fleets larger than 2 vehicles. Due to the short mis-
sion length, the greedy heuristic approaches the performance of the index algorithm
for large fleet sizes, illustrating the value of exploitation for short horizons.
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Figure 5-3: Case 2: heterogeneous vehicles with varying process noise and low con-
stant measurement noise, mission time Tf = 3, 600 seconds. For a moderate mission
length the greedy heuristic begins to improve with large fleet sizes, but the index
algorithm is significantly better, with nearly constant 30% improvement over RR for
fleets larger than 2 vehicles.
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Figure 5-4: Case 2: heterogeneous vehicles with varying process noise and low con-
stant measurement noise, mission time Tf = 10, 000 seconds. For long missions,
the benefit of the index algorithm is notable, as the infinite-horizon assumption is
reasonably met and the pure exploitation strategy of the greedy heuristic performs
poorly. The index achieves nearly constant 30% improvement over RR, with signif-
icant improvements of up to 25% over the greedy heuristic for fleets larger than 2
vehicles.
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Figure 5-5: Case 2: measurement and cost distributions, N = 10 and Tf = 10, 000
seconds. The left column shows the measurement distribution—the percentage of
total measurements given to each of the 10 vehicles by the scheduling policy. The
right column shows the corresponding contribution to the total cost of each vehicle,
given the scheduling policy. The rows correspond to the RR, greedy heuristic and
RBKF index algorithms. Small changes in the measurement distribution for the
greedy and index algorithms result in large changes in cost contributions.
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5.1.3 Case 3: Fleet of Vehicles With and Without Dead-

Reckoning, Varying Measurement Noise

Here we consider a similar scenario with some vehicles with DVL and some without,

but include varying measurement noise. In a similar manner to Case 2, we model

the vehicles with DVL with process noise varying from W = 0.01 to W = 0.5, and

the vehicles without DVL with process noise of W = 2. While accurate analysis

of real oceanographic missions can be conducted based on actual mission operation

plans, here we simulate a scenario where the vehicles with DVL are near the seafloor

and are thus far away from the USBL on the ship. The vehicles without DVL are

operating in the mid-water column and are much closer to the USBL on the ship (or

the ship position is chosen to locate the USBL closer to vehicles without DVL). The

measurement noise for vehicles with DVL ranges from V = 400 to V = 200 (V = 400

is representative of a 0.3 degree error at 4,000 m range), while the measurement noise

for vehicles without DVL is set at V = 50.

Fig. 5-6 shows results from the short mission, Tf = 1, 000 seconds, and the Fig.

5-7 shows results from the long mission, Tf = 10, 000 seconds. For the short mission,

the performance of the greedy heuristic is nearly identical to that of the RBKF index,

showing that the index is choosing to perform mostly exploitation. The exploitation

strategy clearly has large benefits over the RR baseline, with improvements increasing

with fleet size up to nearly 40%. The long mission shows very different results. Pure

exploitation is no longer a beneficial strategy since the horizon is longer. The greedy

algorithm shows degenerate performance, actually performing worse than the RR

baseline for all fleet sizes. The RBKF index shows improvements of roughly 10% over

RR (and larger improvements over greedy). The overall improvements of the index

over RR are smaller than in other cases, because the optimal strategy includes more

exploration (which is what RR performs exclusively).

Again, we take a closer look at N = 10 case, for the long mission, Tf = 10, 000

seconds. The measurement and cost distributions for the fleet are given in Fig.

5-8. The extreme exploitation of the greedy heuristic results in a nearly flat cost
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Figure 5-6: Case 3: 1,000 sec mission. Fleet of vehicles with and without DVL,
varying measurement noise. Results show the RBKF index performs exploitation,
and both the RBKF index and the greedy heuristic have similar, and significant,
improvements over RR.
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Figure 5-7: Case 3: 10,000 sec mission. Fleet of vehicles with and without DVL, vary-
ing measurement noise. Results show degenerate performance of the greedy heuristic,
and moderate improvements of the RBKF index over RR.
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distribution, while the RBKF index policy results in a cost distribution closer to that

of RR in this case.

A snapshot of the actual measurement policy given by the greedy and RBKF

index methods is shown in Fig. 5-9. In the top plot, observe that the greedy heuristic

waits 1,000 seconds between measurements of vehicle 1, giving most measurements

to vehicles 5− 10 due to higher process noise. The RBKF index algorithm measures

vehicles 1 − 5 more often, and the measurement schedule can be viewed in a much

shorter time window.

The decision making strategies employed by the greedy and RBKF index algo-

rithms are illustrated by looking at the covariance evolution of the individual vehicles,

shown in Fig. 5-10. We can see that the greedy heuristic tries to keep the covariance

of all of the vehicles below a common upper bound. It takes vehicle 1 a very long

time to get measured, due to very low process noise and thus slow growth of the

error variance. In contrast, the RBKF index is not making choices based solely on

the instantaneous variance—it is minimizing the infinite-horizon cost integral. Thus,

the RBKF index policy results in vehicles 1-5 operating at different covariances. The

RBKF index is attempting to keep the index values of the different vehicles roughly

constant, as shown in Fig. 5-11. Some transients are visible at the beginning, notably

it still takes vehicle 1 a long time before its first measurement, however the algorithm

operates in steady-state for much of the 10,000 second mission. The transient is much

shorter than that of the greedy heuristic, shown in Fig. 5-10(a), demonstrating the

non-myopic scheduling method of the RBKF index. The uneven spikes visible at the

top of the index region are artifacts of discretization.

5.2 Finite-Horizon VGR Application with Depth-

Varying Parameters

The subsea equipment delivery application using Vertical Glider Robots requires spe-

cial modifications to the RBKF index algorithm. For one, the mission by definition
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Figure 5-8: Case 3: measurement and cost distributions, N = 10 and Tf = 10, 000
sec. The left column shows the measurement distribution—the percentage of total
measurements given to each of the 10 vehicles by the scheduling policy. The right
column shows the corresponding contribution to the total cost of each vehicle, given
the scheduling policy. The rows correspond to the RR, greedy heuristic and RBKF
index algorithms.
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(b) Index

Figure 5-9: Case 3: measurement schedules from the greedy heuristic and the RBKF
index algorithm, N = 10 and Tf = 10, 000 seconds. The upper plots show which
vehicle is measured at each time step. The time windows on the upper plot are
selected to show roughly one measurement cycle, the greedy heuristic takes much
more time in between measurements of the least-frequently-measured vehicle, i = 1.
The bottom plots show the number of times each vehicle is measured in total during
the mission.
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Figure 5-10: Case 3: covariance evolution, N = 10 and Tf = 10, 000 seconds. The
greedy algorithm attempts to keep all of the vehicle covariances at a similar level.
The RBKF index algorithm allows different vehicles to operate in different covariance
neighborhoods, for a lower net tracking cost.
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Figure 5-11: Case 3: index evolution. The RBKF index algorithm attempts to keep
the index values of all of the vehicles at a similar level. The transient is much shorter
than that of the greedy heuristic, shown in Fig. 5-10(a).

has a finite-horizon—once the vehicles reach the bottom, they remain at their landing

position. Additionally, vehicles drop at a nominally constant rate, so over the length

of an individual vehicle drop, the sensor noise from the USBL increases monotonically

due to increasing distance from the ship. We ‘bend’ the assumptions of the RBKF

index algorithm for use in a more accurate (non-LTI) simulation of VGR deployment.

This simulation is intended to capture the principal challenges of multiple vehicle

deployment of VGRs. The approach has not been to simulate three dimensional ge-

ometry, dynamics or control accurately, but rather to include enough detail in an

abstract representation to capture the fundamental characteristics of the underlying

sensor management problem.

In this section, we briefly restate the VGR system goals, which motivates discus-

sion of modifications to the RBKF index algorithm for this mission. We describe the

simulation framework, explain and justify the simple controller used, and give com-

putational results. A suboptimal quasi-static approximation of the RBKF index is
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shown to balance mission requirements of landing error and tracking robustness, and

is tuned to the operator’s desired mix of performance through the intuitive adjustment

of only one parameter.

5.2.1 VGR System Goals

As described in Sec. 1.1.2, the fundamental purpose of the VGR system is to place

equipment at accurate positions on the seafloor. This includes aspects of two per-

formance criteria: accurate landing positions of each vehicle to satisfy mission goals,

and satisfactory tracking during the entire descent for system robustness. Underlying

all of these goals is the desire to complete the full mission in as little time as possible,

which results in cost savings in terms of ship time per mission.

The VGR system uses active control through USBL navigation to enable each

vehicle to properly steer to its target and compensate for unknown disturbances.

Thus the landing accuracy metric is a measure of control system performance in

the presence of unknown disturbances and sensor noise. As will be shown, with our

proposed system architecture, low tracking error uncertainty correlates with landing

accuracy.

The second performance metric is less objective and is highly related to practical

operations and safety. It is not prudent in practice to allow vehicles to drop ‘blindly,’

as the underwater environment is notoriously dangerous and it is possible to lose

vehicles due to system failures or extreme disturbances. If these situations occur

when the vehicle is being tracked, problems can be identified, potential solutions can

be implemented in some situations, and in the least, the operators may be able to

recover a problematic vehicle because its location is known. In order for operators to

trust the system enough for it to be usable in practice, the system must be robust.

Thus, we desire a low tracking error uncertainty for all of the vehicles during the

entire descent.

As may be evident from these descriptions, the criteria of low ship time, high

landing accuracy, and safe tracking during descent are all pulling in opposing direc-

tions. However, we will show that the quasi-static application of the RBKF index
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can balance these requirements effectively, with improvements over naive schemes.

5.2.2 VGR Simulation Framework

As described in Sec. 3.1.1, vehicles are deployed sequentially from the ship with a

certain spacing, which is variable in the simulation. We take a ‘1.5’ dimensional

approach and model all vehicles dropping at a constant rate ż straight down, with

one dimensional position errors described by the scalar random walk with control

model

z = żt

ẋ = u+ wenv

y = x+ νUSBL(z)

Continuous time dynamics are A = 0 (A = 1 in the discrete-time simulation), with

no dead-reckoning. Control u is described in Sec. 5.2.4. Process noise is set such

that the expected excursion of a random walk without control (the trajectory taken

by a passive lander) roughly matches empirically observed landing errors. We use a

mission depth of 4,000 m, and an expected translation distance of 25 m, which results

inW = 0.156. For the sensor noise, we transform the angular error characteristic into

a Cartesian error at a given depth, using the 0.3 degree error specification common

for current USBL systems [4]. This simulation approach ignores higher-order effects

of varying USBL noise at different angles (for example, for vehicles traveling to the

edge of the grid), varying drop speeds due to glide angle and use of control, as well as

delays in position updates from the USBL. These characteristics could all be easily

modeled and added to the framework, however for the purpose of comparing sensor

allocation algorithms we have chosen to keep the simulation as simple as possible.
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5.2.3 Modifications of RBKF index algorithm

The biggest difference between the VGR mission and the conditions under which

the RBKF index algorithm is derived is the finite horizon landing accuracy met-

ric. Additionally, the USBL measurement noise increases with depth, and is thus

time-varying. One way of handling this would be to reformulate the problem as a

finite-horizon shortest path problem, however if the time horizon is relatively long

a stationary policy such as the RBKF index has the potential to perform well and

requires less computation. We take the approach of making a couple heuristic tweaks

to the RBKF index algorithm that approximate the finite horizon landing metric and

time-varying measurement noise.

To encourage accurate landing position, we build on the assumption that accu-

rate (low uncertainty) tracking will lead to accurate positioning of the vehicle. The

achievable glide slope of the VGR (over 45 degrees for the prototype vehicle described

in Chapter 2) and the dynamics of the onboard controller allow for large course ad-

justments relative to the expected drift error in short times, making the distance

above the bottom from which errors are non-recoverable small. Thus, our approach

is to introduce depth-varying priority weights to encourage higher accuracy tracking

of vehicles which are near the bottom. Our implementation uses weights equivalent

to depth z raised to some power d: Ti = zdi , where d is a tunable parameter. The

logic is that vehicles in the mid water column still have a lot of time to correct for

drift, and will continue to be affected by process noise during the remaining portion

of their trip to the bottom. Vehicles near the bottom are closer to landing and control

performance will have a large impact on the final landing accuracy. Thus, position

measurements are more valuable to vehicles closer to the bottom. However, as re-

sults will show, extreme use of this priority weighting method results in less robust

policies—vehicles may travel for dangerously long periods of time without receiving

updates from the USBL. The mission operator can tune the parameter d in order to

set the desired balance between landing accuracy and robust tracking during descent.

For handling the depth-varying weights as well as depth-varying measurement
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noise, we take a ‘quasi-static’ approach and simply plug in the parameters for each

vehicle, evaluated at the depth of that vehicle. This approach was suggested through

correspondence with Dr. Le Ny, the author of [71], and while suboptimal, shows

promise in simulation. Since the time-varying parameters T and V are both monoton-

ically increasing in depth (and therefore in time for the VGR mission), it is reasonable

to assume that indexability still holds, although this has not been formally verified.

Essentially, the index algorithm is using a zero-order hold on the parameters during

a given decision step, and computes the locally optimal solution given those param-

eters. The degree in which this approach is suboptimal depends on how quickly the

parameters change with depth relative to the time-scales of the measurement updates.

Possible improvements to more accurately incorporate the depth-varying parameters

are discussed in Chapter 6.

5.2.4 Vehicle Control System in Simulation

Analysis of the tracking error uncertainty cost function as in Sec. 5.1 requires only

the analytical output from the Kalman Filter. To analyze the landing error metric,

we must include a stochastic simulation of the vehicle trajectories as well as a vehicle

position control system. Assuming no stability issues mid-drop, the actual landing

performance (as will be shown) will depend on how well the controller performs in the

conditions encountered near the bottom. Individual vehicle flight controllers can be

optimized to perform well in this regime of update rates and noise. The main goal of

the VGR simulations is to investigate sensor allocation algorithm performance fairly

between different algorithms (not to design optimal control systems), so the method

used in these simulations is to use a controller that exhibits no stability issues in

conditions that could be encountered in the run, and also performs consistently across

various expected operating conditions.

Following on the use of a simple scalar kinematic model for vehicle dynamics, we

use a simple proportional controller for position: u = −Kx̂, resulting in first-order

lag behavior of the controlled system. The controller acts on the position estimate

from the Kalman Filter, as described in Sec. 3.2.1, which means that there are no
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stability issues since the KF removes the zero-order-hold aspect of interacting loops

which can cause problems with varying update rates. Some basic z-transform anal-

ysis of the filter and controller as well as empirical observations from simulations at

different update rates confirm stability of this control method. We have empirically

set the discrete time proportional control gain to K = 0.01, which is relatively low

bandwidth, but reasonable considering the entire drop takes 4,000 seconds. Most

importantly, this simple controller achieves closed-loop positioning performance con-

sistently across different delays and update periods, which allows for fair comparison

between algorithms.

5.2.5 VGR Simulation Results

We now show simulation results of the 50 vehicle VGR mission in 4,000 m depth. Fig.

5-12 first demonstrates the advantages of adding real-time navigation and control,

relative to passive lander deployments. There are three sets of plots which show

the performance for three different controller gains: K = 0 (passive lander), K =

0.01 (gain used in subsequent simulation results), and K = 0.05 (a higher gain for

comparison purposes). A round-robin measurement scheme is used in all three cases,

and the vehicles are dropped 200 seconds apart (during steady-state operations there

are 20 vehicles in the water at any given moment). The left plot of each pair shows

the trajectories of all 50 vehicles for a single mission; a representative vehicle during

the middle of the drop is highlighted in red. The right plot of each pair shows the

analytic tracking error standard deviation from the Kalman Filter, with the same

representative vehicle highlighted in red. The discrete drops in uncertainty (barely

visible in this figure, but more pronounced in Figs. 5-13 and 5-14) correspond to

measurements of a vehicle. The effects on landing accuracy by adding navigation

and control are clearly evident. The performance of controllers with K = 0.01 and

K = 0.05 is similar, although slightly higher frequency oscillations are visible with

the larger gain.

Next, we compare the performance of the navigation and control system when

using the RR, greedy and RBKF index algorithms for allocating USBL measurement
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Figure 5-12: Performance with simple RR tracking and various proportional controller
gains. Vehicles are deployed sequentially, 200 seconds apart. Blue lines are the
trajectory of all 50 vehicles as a function of depth. The left plot of the pairs shows
horizontal position (simulated), and the right plot shows the tracking uncertainty as
predicted analytically by the KF. Landing accuracy is greatly improved by adding
real-time control.
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updates. We have experimented with many different values for the parameter d in

the depth weighting T (z), and a reasonable balance of tracking during descent and

landing accuracy is achieved with d = 4, such that Ti = z4i . Vehicle trajectories

and uncertainty evolution are plotted as a function of depth for the three different

algorithms in Fig. 5-13. The vehicles are deployed with 200 second spacing, and a gain

of K = 0.01 is used. Since the USBL measurement noise increases with depth, the

tracking error uncertainty increases with depth when the RR scheduling policy is used.

This increase in covariance between the vehicles is evident in the vehicle trajectories,

as the ‘cone’ of trajectories grows with depth. On the right, the greedy algorithm

exhibits opposite behavior. Vehicles near the bottom are given very high priority for

measurements, and since there are a finite of measurements available, vehicles near

the surface are given fewer measurements. From the red line on the rightmost plot, we

see that a vehicle during steady-state operation travels over 1500 m before receiving

its first measurement update. This results in large drift for vehicles when in the upper

half of the ocean, and decreasing covariance in trajectories near the bottom. Better

landing accuracy than the RR algorithm comes at the expense of a large worst-case

tracking uncertainty in the middle of the drop. The index algorithm in the middle

is still trying to minimize the infinite-horizon cost integral (with the modifications of

depth-varying parameters), and thus the worst-case uncertainty is much lower than

with the greedy algorithm. However, the index still allocates more measurements to

vehicles near the bottom than RR, resulting in better landing accuracy than RR (but

not as good as greedy).

The tradeoff between landing error accuracy and robust tracking during the de-

scent is similar to the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff. Round-robin performs

maximum exploration, and greedy performs maximum exploitation. The depth pri-

ority weighting parameter d can be used by the mission operator to adjust the per-

formance of the index algorithm towards once metric or another. In one extreme, the

index algorithm can prioritize tracking during the whole descent by setting d = 0,

which results in a round-robin scheme. In the other extreme, the weighting can be

set to increase very drastically with depth, prioritizing accurate tracking for vehicles
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Figure 5-13: Performance of index, RR and greedy algorithms with weighting function
T = z4. Vehicles are spaced 200 seconds apart. The blue lines are the trajectory of
all 50 vehicles as a function of depth. The left plot of the pairs shows horizontal
position (simulated), and the right plot shows the tracking uncertainty as predicted
analytically by the KF. Jumps in the uncertainty correspond to measurements of that
vehicle.

near the bottom at the expense of tracking during descent. To demonstrate this, we

give an extreme example, with d = 20, shown in Fig. 5-14. Here, the index begins to

approach the greedy policy, however still attempts to balance the two metrics. When

using the greedy scheduling policy, a vehicle in steady-state operation travels almost

3/4 of the way to the bottom before receiving a measurement update; with the RBKF

index, vehicles receive the first measurement roughly halfway down.

Obviously, if the operator only cares about one metric, the specific use of either

the RR (for robust tracking), or the greedy algorithm with an extreme weighting

function (for accurate landing under the assumptions of well-behaved vehicles and

known environmental conditions) will give the best results. However, the RBKF

index algorithm gives a good solution when a balance between the two metrics is

desired, and this balance can be tuned using the parameter d.
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Figure 5-14: Performance of index, RR and greedy algorithms with the extreme
weighting function T = z20. Vehicles are spaced 200 seconds apart. The blue lines
are the trajectory of all 50 vehicles as a function of depth. The left plot of the
pairs shows horizontal position (simulated), and the right plot shows the tracking
uncertainty as predicted analytically by the KF.
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Results comparing the algorithm performances as a function of the spacings be-

tween vehicles are given in Fig. 5-15. These comparisons are performed using 50

vehicles, a depth of 4,000 m and a weighting function T = z4. The horizontal axis

shows spacings between vehicles in seconds, which scale with the total ship time neces-

sary to complete the entire mission (time to drop all 50 vehicles). The top plot shows

the worst-case tracking uncertainty of any vehicle over the entire mission, which is a

measure of the robust tracking during descent performance metric. The middle plot

shows the analytical tracking uncertainty as predicted by the Kalman Filter at the

time of landing (averaged across the whole fleet). The bottom plot shows the RMS

landing error of the fleet as computed by the stochastic simulation (averaged over 300

Monte-Carlo trials). The similar shape of the middle and bottom plots supports our

assumption of accurate tracking leading to good control performance. The difference

in magnitudes between the middle and bottom plots shows that there are differences

between the predicted performance and actual performance due to the controller (as

expected).

At very low spacings, all algorithms approach a round-robin scheme, since there

are no differences in parameters between the vehicles due to the whole fleet drop-

ping simultaneously (all vehicles are at the same depth at any given time). At very

long spacings, performance approaches that of a single vehicle drop—a 4,000 second

spacing means one vehicle is in the water at a time and thus receives all possible

USBL updates. This represents a lower bound on performance of the scheduling

algorithms, and is an indication of the control system performance given the noise

parameters. In intermediate spacings, we see there are gains to be made by using the

greedy and RBKF index algorithms, depending on the desired performance metric.

The maximum improvement in landing error performance compared to RR occurs

with spacings in the 200-300 second range, where the RBKF index algorithm shows

15% improvement, and the greedy heuristic is gives 25% improvement. The greedy

algorithm however exhibits much higher worst-case tracking uncertainty than the in-

dex algorithm. This indicates that, depending on the performance metric tradeoff

desired, the index algorithm can balance the two metrics well. For the VGR mission,
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Figure 5-15: Algorithm performance as a function of spacing in between sequential
vehicle drops.

future work could use the general techniques described in Sec. 6.2 to accurately incor-

porate the depth-varying parameters and finite-horizon landing metric. Additionally,

design tools could be developed that account for tradeoffs in vehicle spacing, fleet

size, expected accuracy, expected worst-case tracking, and ship time to explore the

design space and help mission operators make decisions about key parameters.
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5.3 Summary

We have shown computational results comparing round-robin, greedy heuristic and

Restless Bandit Kalman Filter (RBKF) sensor scheduling algorithms. The first sec-

tion examined the performance for mission scenarios with heterogeneous LTI vehicles,

including two cases of fleets containing mixtures of vehicles with and without DVL-

based dead-reckoning capabilities. In these examples the RBKF index algorithm

performs well, especially in long missions where balancing exploration and exploita-

tion is important. The greedy heuristic performs well in some short missions where

exploitation is the preferred strategy, but shows degenerate performance in other

cases. In all LTI cases considered the index algorithm has proved the best choice for

fleets larger than 2 vehicles. The second section demonstrated the application of the

RBKF index scheduling policy for the VGR subsea equipment delivery mission. A

quasi-static approximation allows for handling of depth-varying parameters such as

sensor noise as well as a priority weighting heuristic used to address the landing accu-

racy performance metric. While suboptimal, this method shows benefits in balancing

landing accuracy with robust tracking, allowing mission operators to easily tune the

scheduling policy to their desired performance and total mission time. Overall, the

combination of potential benefits, low likelihood of degenerate performance, and low

computational cost makes the RBKF index an attractive solution for multi-vehicle

tracking with constrained sensors.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Accurate geo-referenced navigation is important for underwater vehicle operations,

and future capabilities of ocean systems will be enhanced by the deployment of large

multiple vehicle fleets. Centralized navigation systems such as a USBL sonar onboard

a ship are popular, convenient and economical options for providing, or augmenting,

position estimates to vehicle control systems. However, these navigation sensors rep-

resent a constrained resource due to physical limitations of the sensor and the acoustic

channel on which it relies. We have studied methods for allocating navigation updates

among multiple vehicles with different dynamics, noise properties, and priorities. In

particular, we have investigated the use of non-myopic scheduling policies based on

Restless Multi-Armed Bandit theory, including a specific Kalman Filter multi-vehicle

tracking algorithm given in [71]. We give a short summary of the work in this thesis,

and conclude with future directions and broader uses of Restless Bandit scheduling

algorithms in ocean applications.

6.1 Summary

Multiple vehicle deployments offer special challenges for underwater navigation. The

sharing of a centralized geo-referenced navigation system among multiple vehicles al-

lows for the design of individual vehicles suitable for economically scalable fleet sizes,

due to the low cost of the required onboard navigation sensors. We give an example
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of a vehicle design that fits this philosophy: the Vertical Glider Robot concept for

subsea equipment delivery. In Chapter 2 we present model-scale proof-of-concept pro-

totype tests of this vehicle, demonstrating accurate localization with minimal onboard

sensing.

USBL or similar drift-free navigation systems can be incorporated into vehicle

onboard control systems through the use of a Kalman Filter or similar estimator. In

Chapter 3 we outline the general approach, which can be used both for vehicles that

rely solely on the USBL for position measurements, and for augmenting the navigation

of vehicles capable of dead reckoning by compensating for drift. We formulate multiple

vehicle Kalman filter tracking as an infinite-horizon average cost problem for the

optimal scheduling policy, and describe simple heuristic approaches.

The curse of dimensionality is a major challenge for optimal non-myopic schedul-

ing policies; however problems that fit the Multi-Armed Bandit structure are made

computationally tractable through the use of a priority index scheduling policy that

balances exploration and exploitation. In Chapter 4 we first give a tutorial introduc-

ing Multi-Armed Bandit theory, including an extension known as Restless Bandits

which can handle dynamic systems such as underwater vehicles. We give an explana-

tion of the index policy derived by Whittle in [108] for Restless Bandits, and show its

applicability to the Kalman Filter tracking problem. We discuss the Restless Bandit

Kalman Filters (RBKF) algorithm from Le Ny et al. in [71] which builds on Whittle’s

approach, and show how it can be easily incorporated into a multiple vehicle tracking

system.

While the theoretical elegance of Multi-Armed Bandit theory is by itself useful for

developing intuition regarding decision-making and information acquisition problems,

we aim to demonstrate the usefulness of these methods for multiple vehicle tracking.

In Chapter 5 we present simulation results comparing the performance of the RBKF

index algorithm with the round-robin baseline as well as a greedy heuristic. Using

simple scalar kinematic vehicle models we investigate algorithm performance for a

variety of mission scenarios.

We consider infinite-horizon tracking of heterogeneous fleets of LTI vehicles, in-
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cluding two idealized examples of fleets with some DVL-equipped vehicles, and some

vehicles incapable of dead-reckoning. The RBKF index performs as well or better

than the other two methods, and in certain cases offers improvements of up to 40%.

The index method performs well in cases where the greedy algorithm or round-robin

algorithm perform well, adjusting the policy to favor exploitation or exploration as

appropriate. Additionally, the index method does not show degenerate performance

when compared to the round-robin baseline, as is sometimes the case with the greedy

heuristic.

We also investigate the performance of scheduling algorithms for simulated subsea

equipment delivery missions of vehicles such as the VGR. A suboptimal quasi-static

approximation of the RBKF index algorithm is used to handle depth-varying sensor

noise and priority weightings. This algorithm is shown to effectively balance the VGR

mission requirements of landing accuracy and robust tracking through the use of a

mission-tunable heuristic, and we use the exploration versus exploitation tradeoff as

well as the effects of mission horizon to explain the strengths and weaknesses of this

modified algorithm.

Compared to commonly used heuristics, the combination of potential benefits, low

likelihood of degenerate performance, and low computational cost makes the RBKF

index an attractive solution for multi-vehicle tracking with constrained sensors. Addi-

tionally, the RBKF index is based on sound theory from mathematical optimization,

from which further extensions to the method can be derived.

6.2 Future Work

There are a number of potential improvements to this work, that either modify the

Restless Bandit theory in order to better capture time-varying aspects of the problem,

or extend the use of Restless Bandit-based scheduling to broader applications in the

ocean.

One approach for handling time-varying parameters is to fundamentally derive

the Restless Bandit index of Whittle [108] using time-varying (non-autonomous) dy-
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namics. This has been briefly investigated, but the full solution is future work. The

multidimensional system solution from Le Ny et al. [71] gives open-loop periodic

scheduling policies determined through solution of a semidefinite program (SDP)

using linear matrix inequalities, and thus involves significantly more computation a

priori compared to the scalar solution. However, if conditions are stationary, the SDP

can be run just once, before the mission. Multidimensional systems could be used to

incorporate more accurate dynamic vehicle models into the tracking framework, as

well as handle noisy velocity measurements (such as from a DVL). The delayed-state

filtering approach of [94] could easily be incorporated into the tracking method. Ad-

ditionally, multi-state models could be used to handle the depth-varying parameters

in the VGR case; the parameters would be augmented states that are functions of

the depth. This approach could potentially be used for time-varying parameters as

well, provided that indexability can be verified.

The multidimensional formulation allows for many potential extensions, however

there are also benefits of the scalar closed-form index used in this thesis. The scalar

index allows for closed-loop and transient implementation, making it more robust to

model errors and changing parameters. For certain parameters such as the depth-

varying noise of the VGR case, the time-varying aspects are known and can thus

be modeled and planned for. However, it is easy to imagine other scenarios where

parameter variations are unknown before the mission. These could be situations

where human-in-the-loop operators change the priority of navigation accuracy for

different vehicles in real time depending on changing mission priorities, or collabora-

tive/adaptive missions where the goals of the vehicle fleet change based on observed

conditions. The closed-loop index allows for adjustments to parameters in a man-

ner similar to the quasi-static method used in the VGR case—however, in the case

of a priori unknown or reactively-adjusted parameters this method may not be so

suboptimal. The RBKF index will still attempt to balance present rewards with

predicted future rewards given the parameters used (which would be the best-known

parameters to the operator at that moment). The decision of whether to use the

closed-loop scalar index versus the full multidimensional case would depend on the
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size of the problem and the time-scales involved—whether it is reasonable to re-run

the semidefinite optimization to adjust the open-loop scheduling policy whenever pa-

rameters change, versus just plugging the new parameters into the scalar closed-form

solution.

Another direction of potential research is to apply Multi-Armed Bandit theory

to related problems in underwater navigation and autonomy. The exploration versus

exploitation tradeoff shows up in many fundamental decision-making and informa-

tion acquisition problems, and thus is applicable to a broad mix of scenarios. One

extension could be to include RBKF-style decision-making in the design of multiple-

access schemes for navigation and communication networks, such as multi-vehicle

LBL, inter-vehicle one way travel time navigation, and acoustic communication net-

works. For persistent missions, USBL-augmented navigation can be combined with

the option of surfacing for GPS updates—the optimal balance of surfacing versus

USBL updates could be formulated in the bandit framework. Additionally, MAB

methods could be used to aid stochastic mapping problems, such as hydrothermal

vent prospecting or plume tracking [60], where the exploration versus exploitation

tradeoff considers whether to look for new potential environmental triggers, or follow

up in directions that seem promising based on current information. Finally, since the

exploration versus exploitation tradeoff is in fact an integral component of a large

number of stochastic learning and decision-making processes, MAB approaches have

the potential to improve many oceanographic missions via navigation methods as well

as mission designs for effective data collection.
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Appendix A

Restless Bandit Kalman Filter

Index Solution

We give a detailed outline of the solution method given by Le Ny et al. in [71], as well

as show some extended explanations of certain key concepts. Some of this material

is included in Sec. 4.3, however it is repeated here for continuity and completeness.

A.1 Problem Setup

Here, we repeat the formal problem setup given in Sec. 3.3, but for the full multidi-

mensional, multi-sensor problem.

The sensor management task is to provide state estimates for all targets that

minimizes the weighted mean-square error on the system states plus additional mea-

surement costs. Generally, the targets to be tracked are N independent Gaussian

linear time-invariant (LTI) systems whose dynamics evolve according to

ẋi = Aixi +Biui + wi, xi(0) = xi,0, i = 1, . . . , N (A.1)

where Ai describes the dynamics of vehicle i, Bi is the control input matrix, and the

driving process noise wi is a stationary white Gaussian noise process with zero mean

and a known continuous-time power spectral density matrixWi, i.e. Cov(wi(t)wi(t)
′) =
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Wiδ(t− t′), ∀t, t′. M < N sensors are available to track the targets (note that in the

VGR USBL case considered in this thesis, M = 1). If sensor j observes target i, a

noisy measurement is obtained according to

yij = Cijxi + vij (A.2)

where Cij is the system measurement matrix for target i and sensor j and vij is

a stationary white Gaussian noise process with power spectral density matrix Vij ,

assumed to be positive-definite. We note that while Le Ny considers the continuous

time case, the implementation of sensor scheduling in a real system is inherently a

discrete-time process and a finite sample period must be chosen. The continuous-

time description of the problem allows for powerful analysis methods, and real-world

system dynamics of course evolve in continuous time, so this method allows true

continuous-time dynamics to be used in the solution. For the specific analytic solution

for LTI scalar systems, any discretization of the system will in fact give the exact states

of the continuous-time equivalent system at the sample times.

The goal is a measurement policy, which is denoted by π. Define

πij =







1 if plant i is observed at time t by sensor j

0 otherwise
(A.3)

Each sensor can observe at most one system at each instant:

N
∑

i=1

πij(t) ≤ 1, ∀t, j = 1, . . . ,M (A.4)

Each system can be observed by at most one sensor at each instant:

M
∑

i=1

πij(t) ≤ 1, ∀t, j = 1, . . . , N (A.5)

The problem considered is an infinite-horizon average cost problem to design an ob-

servation policy π(t) = {πij(t)} satisfying the constraints A.4 and A.5, and a state
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estimator x̂π of the state of all targets x that depends only on the past and current

observations produced by the observation policy, such that the average weighted error

covariance over all targets, plus measurement costs are minimized. The cost function

γ is thus

γ = min
π,x̂π

lim
τf→∞

1

τf
E

[

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

(

(xi − x̂π,i)
′ Ti (xi − x̂π,i) +

m
∑

j=1

κijπij(t)

)

dt

]

(A.6)

where κij ∈ R is the measurement cost per unit time when target i is observed by

vehicle j, the Ti’s are positive semidefinite weighting variances (how important a

low error covariance is for a given target compared to another), and lim denotes the

upper limit, or lim sup. The formal statement uses lim sup because the covariance is

inherently periodic (or at least has intermittent jumps downward) due to the switching

observations—so lim sup means the upper limit of those cycles (since there is no true

steady-state). Since the limit is as Tf → ∞, as Tf gets longer, Tf could fall at

different points in the measurement cycle, so the time average will move up and

down, requiring the use of the supremum.

An unbiased estimator for the state estimate, x̂π in continuous time is given by

the Kalman-Bucy filter, with state estimates x̂π,i for all vehicles i = 1, . . . N updated

in parallel following

d

dt
x̂π,i(t) = Aix̂π,i(t) + Bi(t)ui(t)− Pπ,i(t)

(

M
∑

j=1

πij(t)C
T
ijV

−1
ij (Cij x̂π,i(t)− yij(t))

)

(A.7)

with x̂π,i(0) = x̄i,0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The error covariance matrix Pπ,i(t) for system i

satisfies the matrix Ricatti differential equation

d

dt
Pπ,i(t) = AiPπ,i(t) + Pπ,i(t)A

T
i +Wi − Pπ,i(t)

(

M
∑

j=1

πij(t)C
T
ijV

−1
ij Cij

)

Pπ,i(t) (A.8)

where Pπ,i(0) = Pi,0. The dependence on the policy is evident in that the terms having

to do with a new observation are switched on and off by the policy indicator function

πij(t). Thus, we refer to this as the conditional Ricatti equation. Note that while the
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covariance evolution is dependent on the policy, due to the use of the Kalman Filter,

it does not depend on the actual observation values—only if a measurement is taken.

This means that the Kalman Filter handles the stochastic aspects of the system, and

the problem of finding the optimal policy becomes a deterministic optimal control

problem, described by the cost function

γ = min
π

lim
τf→∞

1

τf

[

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

(

Tr (TiPπ,i(t)) +

M
∑

j=1

κij(t)πij(t)

)

dt

]

(A.9)

subject to the constraints 3.4 and 3.5, where E((xi − x̂i)
′Ti(xi − x̂i)) = Tr(TiPi) and

the dynamics of the error covariance are given by A.8.

A.1.1 Targets with Scalar Dynamics and Identical Sensors

While [71] aims for an open-loop (steady-state) solution to the multidimensional case

using semidefinite programming, they also give a closed-form analytic solution to

the problem for targets with scalar dynamics and identical sensors. The closed-form

analytic policy for scalar systems can be implemented during transient regimes, and

(suboptimally) in situations where the parameters are changing dynamically (not

time-invariant). We follow [71] and lay out the problem in the context of Lagrangian

duality before proceeding with the solution method. First, the two constraints A.4

and A.5 can be combined into the single constraint that the requires the total number

of vehicles measured at each instant to be M

N
∑

i=1

πi(t) =M, ∀t (A.10)

This constraint results in a difficult combinatorial optimization problem, so in order

to obtain a lower bound on achievable performance, the constraint can be relaxed to

enforce it only on average

lim
τf→∞

1

τf

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

πi(t)dt =M (A.11)
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Using standard nonlinear programming techniques, the Lagrangian function is formed

by adjoining the (relaxed) constraint to the cost function using a (scalar) Lagrange

multiplier λ:

L(π, λ) = lim
τf→∞

1

τf

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

[Tr( TiPπ,i(t) )+ (κi + λ) πi(t)] dt− λM (A.12)

This optimization problem (with the relaxed constraint) can be expressed as

γ = inf
π
sup
λ

L(π, λ) = sup
λ

inf
π
L(π, λ) (A.13)

This leads us to compute the dual function γ
d
(λ) := infπ L(π, λ)

γ
d
(λ) := inf

π
lim

τf→∞

1

τf

∫ τf

0

N
∑

i=1

[Tr(TiPπ,i(t) )+ (κi + λ)πi(t)] dt− λM (A.14)

The dynamics of the systems are decoupled, and the only coupling is through the

adjoined constraint, λM . This special problem structure allows for decomposition

of the problem into N similar independent subproblems. The contributions of the

individual system dynamics to the dual function can be computed independently as

γi(λ) := inf
πi

lim
τf→∞

1

τf

∫ τf

0

[Tr(TiPπ,i(t) )+ (κi + λ)πi(t)] dt (A.15)

and the dual function is γ
d
(λ) =

∑N
i=1 γ

i(λ)− λM . The dual function γ
d
(λ) over λ

is concave, and maximizing it gives the performance bound γ ≤ γ.

A.1.2 Connection to Restless Bandits

For vehicle tracking, the projects or systems to be scheduled are obviously the vehicles,

and activation of a project corresponds to taking a measurement of that vehicle.

Following the conditional Ricatti equation A.8, the error covariance of the vehicles

being tracked evolves with two distinct dynamics: one when active (measurement

taken), and one when passive (We note that the conditional Ricatti equation with
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πij = 0 is technically no longer a Ricatti equation—it becomes a Lyapunov equation).

This fits the description of Restless Bandit projects in Section 4.2. The key insight in

considering the problem A.13 in the framework of Whittle is to consider the Lagrange

multiplier λ as a measurement tax that penalizes measurements of the system. By

indexability, the passive action (not measuring) should become more attractive as λ

increases. The Whittle index λ defines an intrinsic value for measurement of a given

system, which takes into account immediate and future gains; this value is obtained

by determining the measurement tax (potentially negative) that makes the controller

indifferent between measuring and not measuring the system. This computation is

done independently for each vehicle, and then the controller simply selects vehicle

with the highest index (or in the case of multiple sensors, the vehicles with the M

highest indices) for the next measurement(s).

A.2 Solution Method

Due to the decomposition made possible by the Whittle Index, we can now consider

the computation of the index in problem A.15 for a single vehicle, dropping the index

i for simplicity. For a single vehicle with scalar dynamics, the error variance evolution

is described by

Ṗ = 2AP +W − π
C2

V
P 2 (A.16)

with the policy π(t) ∈ {0, 1}. First, we will examine the behavior of this equation,

which will inform our solution method. Consider the case where π = 1, i.e. the

vehicle is always measured. For the nontrivial cases where T 6= 0 and C 6= 0, (A.16)

becomes an algebraic Ricatti equation (ARE) for P , which has two roots, x1 and x2

x1,2 =
A±

√

A2 + C2W/V

C2/V

We assume thatW 6= 0 (this can be enforced mathematically if necessary by adding a

small amount toW ; physically this is justified by the fact that process noise is inherent

in real-world systems), so x1 is strictly negative and x2 is strictly positive. Thus
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we can take x2 as the steady-state covariance when the vehicle is always measured.

Additionally, if we consider the passive (no measurement) case, we set π = 0 and

(3.8) becomes the Lyapunov equation 2AP +W = 0. For stable systems (A < 0) this

equation has a strictly positive solution, xe = −W
2A
. This represents the steady-state

covariance when no measurements are taken. Note that marginally stable or unstable

systems (A ≥ 0) have no steady state covariance. The active and passive steady state

covariance values for a stable system are thus

π = 1: P active
ss = x2

π = 0: P passive
ss = xe

Define three different covariance regions which will be used in the solution

Region 1: 0 < P < x2

Region 2: x2 < P < xe

Region 3: P > xe

For a marginally stable system (The scalar kinematic vehicle drift model A = 0,

corresponding to a random walk, potentially with control), note that there is no

steady-state covariance in the passive mode—we consider xe → ∞ as A→ 0−, so the

covariance remains in region 1 or 2.

For continuous sequential optimization, we start with the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman

equation (HJB) for dynamic programming. In this case, the HJB is

γ(λ) = min {TP + (2AP +W )h′(P ;λ) , TP + (κ+ λ) + (2AP +W − C2

V
P 2)h′(P ;λ)}

(A.17)

The HJB takes the minimum of the passive and active costs, which are the first and

second arguments in the min function respectively. Note that the active cost includes

the virtual measurement tax and Lagrange multiplier λ. The relative value function

h(P ;λ) represents the differential cost caused by the transient effect of starting in
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state P , rather than an equilibrium state. The derivative of h with respect to P is

h′(P ;λ), which appears in the HJB equation, and can be written informally as

h′ =
dh

dP
=

Equilibrium Cost - Actual Cost(P )

Ṗ = 2AP +W − πC2

V
P 2

(A.18)

The solution method for the nontrivial cases (T 6= 0 and C 6= 0) first assumes an

optimal form for the policy. Following the discussion of indexability, and the concept

behind the single-armed bandit example given in 4.1, the form of the optimal policy

is a threshold policy. For some threshold variance value Pth, the policy observes the

system when P ≥ Pth and does not observe for P < Pth. The approach is to determine

the value of the average cost γ(λ) and the threshold Pth(λ). In a sense, we solve for

the index λ in the opposite way from the way we use it in the policy—we assume

a fixed threshold variance and find the value of λ that satisfies the HJB equation.

Since the system is indexable if and only if Pth(λ) is an increasing function of λ, we

can invert this relation to give the Whittle index λ(P ); note that this index is now

a function of the actual variance P of the vehicle at that instant, which is given by

the Kalman Filter. Based on the variance regions described above (in relation to the

steady-state values, which are functions of the system model), we must consider three

cases for the location of this hypothetical threshold variance Pth(λ). We can solve for

the index λ in each region separately, and combine these solutions to define λ as a

piecewise linear function of P .

For the edge cases (regions 1 and 3), the solution method is natural. In these

cases, the threshold is either in an active region (region 1), or passive region (region

2), since the threshold variance is below the active steady-state (region 1), or above

the passive steady-state(region 2). Thus, after a potential transient period, in these

regions the variance will converge in finite time to the neighborhood of the steady-

state covariance of the given region. We leverage this fact by explicitly stating the
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average cost γ(λ) in these two regions

Case Pth ≤ x2 , active steady-state, region 1: γ(λ) = Tx2 + κ+ λ (A.19)

Case Pth ≥ xe , passive steady-state, region 3: γ(λ) = Txe (A.20)

We can equate the average cost expressions above with the HJB equation with P = Pss

to determine h′(P ). For region 1, this becomes (note that the ARE is presented in

factored form)

Tx2 + κ+ λ = TP + κ + λ− C2

V
(P − x2)(P − x1)h

′(P ) (A.21)

so

h′(P < x2) = h′1(P ) =
TV

C2(P − x1)
(A.22)

Similarly, for region 3

Txe = TP + 2A(P − xe)h
′(P ) (A.23)

so

h′(P > xe) = h′3(P ) =
T

2|A| (A.24)

Some algebra can relate these expressions for h′ to more intuitive expressions derived

from the original definition of the relative value function A.18

h′(P < x2) = h′1=
T (x2 − P )

2AP +W − C2

V
P 2

=
TV

C2(P − x1)
(A.25)

h′(P > xe) = h′3 =
T (xe − P )

2AP +W
=

T

2|A| (A.26)

In regions 1 and 3 we can use continuity at the active and passive interface to set the

two arguments of the HJB equation equal, allowing solution for λ(Pth). For region 1,

TPth+(2APth +W )h′(Pth) = TPth+(κ+λ)+

(

2APth +W − C2

V
P 2
th

)

h′(Pth) (A.27)
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and for region 3,

κ+ λ =
C2

V
P 2
thh

′(Pth) = −C2T

2AV
P 2
th (A.28)

Plugging in the appropriate expression for h′(P ), these equations can be solved al-

gebraically to give λ(P ) as desired. Graphical examples of the two sides of the HJB

equation are give in Fig. A-1. The measurement tax λ is used to translate the ‘active’

cost curve up or down in order for the active and passive cost curves to intersect at

the desired value of P . This operation is essentially what the Whittle index is doing:

determining the amount of measurement tax necessary to make the controller indif-

ferent between measuring and not measuring (the point where the active and passive

costs are equal). Note that here, Pth is the hypothetical threshold covariance used in

the solution method. When the threshold is below the active steady-state variance

(left plot), the policy is to always observe (after a potential transition period if the

variance started at a value smaller than Pth), and the infinite-horizon average cost γ

is the same as for the policy that always observes—as shown by the constant blue

line. When the threshold is above the passive steady-state variance (right plot), then

the policy is to never observe, and the infinite-horizon average cost γ is the same as

for the policy that never observes—as shown by the constant red line. In region 2, the

hypothetical threshold covariance Pth is in between the steady-state covariance values

x2 and xe. Thus, we cannot determine an explicit relation to provide the value of the

average cost. The authors in [71] use the method of Whittle and enforce continuity of

the derivative of the relative value function with respect to P , h′, and its derivative

h′′ at the region 1 and region 2 boundary. Following the smooth-fit principle, Whittle

proposes a form for the index which is a function of the active and passive costs and

the active and passive dynamics. Plugging in these expressions into Whittle’s form

leads to solution for λ(P ) in region 2. Formal justification is obtained by verifying

that the solution proposed indeed does verify the HJB.

Refer to Sec. 4.3.1 for the closed-form index solution for scalar systems, and [71]

for the multidimensional decomposition and algorithm for determining open-loop pe-

riodic policies.
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Figure A-1: Graphical illustration of solution for the Whittle index λ in regions 1 and
3 by equating the active and passive costs at desired Pth.
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